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Preface
The purpose of this paper is to devise a codification of
twentieth-century cadential techniques used by some of the major
representative composers.

It is because Debussy had such a

profound impace upon twentieth-century music -·because of his
innovations and influences upon this century's composition that he is included in this paper.

His music will serve as the

beginning step away from traditional cadence procedures.

Twentieth

century compositions which are non-tonal and basically tonal will
be studied for their non-traditional cadential procedures.
Traditional procedures refer to those classical cliches which
one expects to hear at cadence points, such as:
IV-I; and V-1.

IV-V-I; V-VI;

Most, if not all of these harmonic progressions

will be found in the compositions studied, but the cadence
progressions will contain at least one unorthodox element, giving
the cadence a distinctive twentieth-century flavor.

Final cadences

and also the strongest cadences within the works will receive
primary attention.

In this paper, at least one keyboard work

plus an ensemble work will be analyzed for each composer (excluding
a keyboard piece by Stravinsky, since there are few) in order to
compare cadential techniques in various media.

Charts of

cadential devices and summaries of compositional techniques are
provided within the chapters to give a condensed overview of
1

2

techniques employed by each composer. Of the seven composers,
Debussy, Ives, Schoenberg, Poulenc, Bartok, Stravinsky, and
Hindemith, Schoenberg provides the most contrasting procedures
used, although all share many common cadential practices. The
comprehensive chart at the end of the paper lists the cadential
procedures and the number of times used by each composer and
allows the reader to compare cadential findings.

It should be

pointed out that an element of subjectivity exists in an analytic
study as this. As explained in the section on Ives, the specific
interpretation and performance of a work can affect and effect

cadential feeling.

It is interesting to note that cadential

features are similar among the differing styles of composition.

Organ Sonata I - Paul Hindemith. Copyright by 8. Schott's Soehne,
1937. Copyright renewed 1965. Used by permission of European
American Music Distributors Corporation.
Organ Sonata II - Paul Hindemith. Copyright by 8. Schott's Soehne,
Mainz, 1937. Copyright renewed 1965. Used by permission of European
American Music distributors Corporation.
Organ Sonata III - Paul Hindemith. Copyright Schott & Co. Ltd.
London, 1940. Copyright renewed by 8. Schott's Soehne, Mainz, 1968.
Used by permission of European American Music Distributors Corporation.
Mathis der Maler - Paul Hindemith. Copyright 8. Schott's Soehne,
Mainz, 1937. Copyright renewed 1965. Used by permission of
European American Music Distributors Corporation.

CLAUDE DEBUSSY (1862-1918)
Introduction
The innovative music of Claude Debussy (1862-1918) truly
revolutionized Western music.

His music, while sounding tonal,

often is not grounded in a specific key; ironically, phrases and
sections composed of dissonant textures will often incorporate a
feeling of center through the use of melodic reiteration, pedal
point, or ostinatos.

Debussy succeeded in disintegrating tonality

and in emancipating dissonance, rhythm, and meter.

The tonal or

harmonic and rhythmic ambiguity of his music is the result of the
freeing of all aspects of music from the dependence upon tonal
motion.

Vinton states that melodic· tonality rather than harmonic

tonality is elevated in importance and color often takes the
place of tonal motion. 1

Vinton also says, "There is a rhythm

of color change and this shift in color organizes the formal
aspect of the music. 112 Chords are treated as color entities
rather than functional movement.

The term ''floating harmonic

color 113 has been used to describe the rhythmically and harmonically
1 Vinton ,

New York:

John. Dictionary of Contemporary Music, p. 23.
E. P. Cutton and Co., Inc., c. 1974.

2 ibid .

3 Harder ,

Paul. Bridge to 20th Century Music, p. 133.
Allyn and Bacon, 1970.
3
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free nature of Debussy's music.

His use of parallelism destroys

harmonic hierarchies and undermines the principles of tonality of tonal root progressions.
rootless feeling.

Parallelism gives the music a

Another device exploited by Debussy in his

piano works is the profuse use of the damper pedal which through
the piling-up of overtones creates a rich harmonic veil of sound.
Besides the use of parallel chords and the piano's damper pedal,
other devices used by Debussy are:

the use of l) sequences of

second inversion chords - weaker in tonal implications; 2) chains
of seventh, ninth and eleventh chords; 3) whole-tone scales and
chords made of whole-tone patterns; 4) augmented and diminished
intervals used melodically and harmonically - exploitation of
the tritone; 5) pedal points with non-traditional sonorities
above; 6) the focusing upon pedal points, ostinato patterns and
repeated tones in chords and melodies to establish a tonal center;
7) indifference to the resolution of dissonance; and 8) the use
of many rhythmic, tempo, texture, and color fluctuations.
Modulations seem to occur in the form of a spontaneous, shifting
to a new tonal sphere or pitch level.

Tonic-dominant relationships

which may result are unorthodox and obscured by the other
simultaneous sonorities.

There are no functional progressive

harmonies approaching cadences to prepare the listener for a
definite caesura.

Of the cadential techniques used by Debussy,

elision is the major one.

Even though the three pieces chosen

5
11

11

for study are turn-of-the-century works - Fetes (1899),
L 1 isle joyeuse (1904), and "Ce qu 1 a vu le vent d 1 ouest11 (1909-10) they contain many of the intra-phrase and cadential devices to
be consistently employed in twentieth-century composition.

It

is important to remember Debussy 1s basic concept of the function
of music - to be sensuously sonorous.

Free, spontaneous rhythms

and harmonies are used solely for sound 1 s sake and to create a
harmonically rich, often elusive musical fabric.

This concept

of music is thoroughly infused into Debussy 1s works.

6

"Ce qu'a vu le vent d'ouest"
In the quasi-tonal music of Debussy, one already gets a
preview of cadential techniques used by later composers.

Listen-

ing to Debussy, one feels swept up in the continuous motion and
almost beguiled by the harmonic opulence; one is not sure ff and
when the music actually cadences.

Often, a very smooth transition

from one phrase to the next is executed through use of elision.
In the piano prelude, "Ce qu'a vu le vent d'ouest" 1909-10, the
cadences at

O!J

(Mm.18-19) and [ill (Mm.46-47) illustrate

Debussy's use of a chromatic ascending line of parallel major
triads appraoching an elided cadence on a full chord.

OKI shows

Example

in sixteenth-note notation, major, arpeggiated, root-

position triads ascending toward the seven-voiced F# chord with
diminished 5th (M.19).

Example llB I also uses a sequence of

chromatic parallel major, root-position triads ascending toward
an elided o# major

i

chord (M.47).

This technique of parallelism,

used extensively by Debussy, directly abandons the concept of
traditional harmony.

Classical harmony allowed for parallel

sixth chords in sequence, but never root-position triads which
result in parallel 5ths and the lack of classical root movement.
The chords do not function according to traditional harmonic root
progressions and thus is created the desired harmonic vagueness.
The phrases surrounding examples

D!J

and [ill employ pedal points

7

which indicate the basic tonality of each section; yet each
section's tonality is blurred by the parallelism of the major
traids.

The diminished 5th in the elided cadence chord of

[J!I

followed by the whole-tone scale actually colors the basic F#
tonality.

In [I[I, the o# tonality is obscured by the sequence
The basic tonalities do exist, but they are

of seventh chords.

juxtaposed and superimposed with tones and chords outside of those
tonalities.

[J]]

Four other factors influencing a cadence in examples

and [!]] are:

1) rhythmic emphasis placed on the elided

chord; 2) the crescendo; 3) the accelerando up to the chord;
and 4) the shift in texture at the chord which helps indicate
a new phrase or section.

The chromatic ascent to each chord is

heard in sixteenth notes, but the cadence chord is given a longer

time value, ( [J!I

-

a double-dotted quarter note and [!]]

dotted quarter note).

- a

The crescendo and accelerando at the

chord and the dynamic, pitch and agogic accent on each cadence
chord gives the feeling of 'arriving', even though continuous fastmoving notes proceed ahead.

Debussy's music is very sectional,

with one section or phrase group often eliding into the next.
Cadences occur spontaneously and very often, in this prelude,
on a heavily-voiced chord.

Change in texture from one section

to another is evident and this helps to clarify the cadence points.
The ffnal cadence in this prelude is largely rhythmic in nature,
coupled with a new sonority on the final chord - a major chord

8

with added 6th.

Example

[!I]

shows eighth and thirty-second

notes (the trill figure in the left hand), moving to heavilyaccented longer note values on the major 2nd octaves.

The

augmented intervals arising between these chords - 0# to A # and
c # to G - create a tonal ambiguity even though the r# "tonic 11
is present.

The syncopation of the cadence chords and the

tremolo in the left hand add agitation which is abruptly halted

#
on the dynamically-accented final staccato, eighth-note, F

major sixth chord.

[!I]

is a coloristic cadence employing the

trill figures, the tremolo and the added o# in the final percusive
sonority.

It is clear that the piece is rooted in F# , using an

F# minor key signature, beginning in a quasi-minor mode and
sounding F# major within and at the end of the piece.

This

energetic music is ah,ays in a state of flux due to the forwarddriving, lively rhythms used and the sudden shifts in tonal
levels.

It is apparent that Debussy uses elements of tonality,

but uses them in unorthodox ways.
L'isle joueuse
This piano work written in 1904, opens improvasationally
as Debussy directs:

Quasi una cadenza, and is centered around

an A major tonality while using whole-tone and diminished scale
patterns and tonal shifts throughout the piece to veil the
predominantly 'A' tonality.

The first melodic idea as shown in

9

example

uses a diminished scale pattern on c# , that is,

alternating whole and half steps, to produce an exotic sound

outside the domain of A major.

This returning melodic and

rhythmic motive is approached by a long trill with a quarter rest
and quarter note (E) on the 'dominant'. The two-measure introduction pauses momentarily before proceeding to the main phrase.
Many cadences in this work are maneuvered by use of a pause just
before the new phrase.

The two-measure introduction, Mm.7-8,

does not seem to have its own ending - it just disappears into
the new phrase.

The term quasi-elision is used for l2AI because

there is a slight break before the main melodic/rhythmic motive

at l2AI. and yet the non-ending of Mm.7-8, that is, the quality
of dissolving into the new phrase at M.9, gives an elided effect.
The V-I progression gives it an authentic cadential sound.
Example

illustrates cadencing by elision.

The whole-tone

scale which is found throughout the work is seen approaching
the upbeat to the new phrase.

The use of whole-tone scale

patterns is another way in which Debussy helps to annihilate
tonality.

Lacking the three fundamental intervals of traditional

harmony, the perfect 5th and 4th, and the leading-tone, and being
composed of only major 2nd intervals, the whole-tone scale lacks
a feeling of centralization or "tonicization".

The whole-tone

pattern evolves into a chromatic conclusion while driving forward
to the new phrase, which is the same motive beginning at the A

10
tonality is preserved or stabilized as the melody and ostinato
pattern sound at [g[l.

The ostinato bass figure, using the

tonic and dominant pitches repeatedly, strengthens the A as
center.

The cadence at the A6 chord is elided, but it is

approached with aritardando chromatic line and a slight pause
before sounding the downbeat.

This type of elided cadence is

less smooth than those in the prelude previously discussed.

It

is curious that a tempo change, whether accelerando or ritardando,
initiates a feeling of expectation on the listener's part.
Following a tempo change at Cg[} one expects to hear a resolution
of sorts.

It is this tempo change which makes a chord sound

like an arrival point.

Examples

l1rI

and [1QJ are also examples

of a slight pause before the new phrase.
ends and the new one begins.
reiterated here.

One phrase abruptly

The motivic idea found at

[1El is

The texture change and the shift from a purely

harmonic treatment (Mm.62-63) to a melodic one (M.64) is evident.
As the material changes along with texture, and often tempo, the
appearance of a new phrase or section is achieved.
is a sharp contrast from what preceded.

Example [gQ]

One cannot miss the

cadence at M.67, again being elided and involving the pause,
shift in tempo, and change in texture and melodic content.

One

could argue that the cadence is on the last beat of M.66, on a
type of dominant harmony with a diminished scale figure above.
It is not until one hears the A major chord on beat l of M.67

11

that one feels a resolution or an arrival of the preceding idea.
This writer favors an interpretation of a cadential elision at
example

-

The final section of the work (Mm.244-255) ends

improvisationally as one long sweep to the final cadence.

Debussy

uses the main melodic motive here (M.244) as at the beginning,
but adds a whole-tone pattern underneath.

The last four measures

(Mm.252-255) make up the actual cadence on the tonic tonality.
The eight previous measures set up the desired agitation and
crescendo.

Cadence

[ID,

is made of the elements of l) color -

the tremolo effect; 2) the wide range - 7 octaves; 3) texture
change and 4) rests producing a disjunct rhythm.
tremolo is heard nowhere else in the piece.

The coloristic

The added D# in the

A major chord adds still more color and a bit of ambiguity.

The

eighth rests provide a pause and an anticipation of a resolution.
The resolution exploits the outer limits of the piano's range,
sounding the highest A followed by a sweep down to the lowest
A and concluding abruptly on a staccato eighth note.
11F

etes 11

Debussy's Nocturne,

11F

etes 1 first written in 1896 for
1 ,

violin and orchestra and then re-written for orchestra in 1899,
was first performed in December of 1900.

This orchestral score

is very typical in many respects of many orchestral scores written
earlier by other composers.

The instrumental choices and their

12

respective registers are traditional.
the alternation

b etween

determining cadence.

The use of melody and

orchestral color are two main factors

The cadences in "Fetes" are elusive and

present a predicament as to where to actually place the cadence
point.

It is only after one hears the change in orchestral color,

texture, dynamics, and/or rhythmic or melodic material, that one
realizes that a new phrase has b egun . The previous phrase seems
to dissolve into the new phrase; thus, an interpretation of
elided cadences seems most applicable in "Fetes".

Example l3AI

illustrates a typical dialogue between sections and the shift
in color to achieve an elided cadence.

Debussy 1 s harmonic

progression is smooth, sounding an F major chord to an F diminished
and then a D minor chord as the lower strings take over.

This

a b rupt ending of one orchestral color and the beginning of
another is realized as a type of elided cadence due to the:
1) shift in color; and 2) contrast of dynamics.
b egins

The new phrase

pianissimo after the previous phrase applied a crescendo

to a fortissimo.

The harmonic progression is smooth from an F

major chord to F diminished, (which is the ob 7 chord without
root), to the o b 9 where the lower strings resume the same
homophonic rhythmic pattern,

b ut

at a pianissimo level.

Example

[]Kl also shows a new melodic phrase beginning with a different
orchestral color and dynamic level after several measures of
rest are heard in the woodwinds.

The shift in color of the melodic

13

element serves as an aural aid in recognizing the appearance of
a new phrase, even though the new phrase began several measures
before the solo line entered.

The percussive homophonic string

part sets the background for the contrasting linear legato lines
in the woodwinds.

The contrast of melodic material versus

percussive rhythmic chordal material prevails throughout 11 Fetes 11•
Examples

!][I

and ( 1 0

illustrates this point. Again, a very

abrupt dissolution of one phrase occurs (M.15 and M.19), as the
new phrase with a thickened texture and new melodic color appears.
The cadence at [1[J is only effected by the crescendo and abrupt
change of texture and melodic color. This type of sliding into
a new phrase is interpreted as an elision because the accompaniment
voices maintain the same rhythmic patterns from one phrase to
the next, and mainly because of the overlapping of the completion
of one phrase and beginning of the next.

Cadence

(M.19)

also elided, sounds a new tonal level, up a half step from M.18.
Example ill] best shows the contrast between percussive homophonic
sections and melodic, accompanied sections.

A change from piano

to forte and a change in texture and color signal a new phrase.
The cadence is manipulated by dynamic nuance and by a space of
rests in the strings and woodwinds which start the new phrase.
Although the flutes' lines elide with the woodwinds and strings,
the element of cadence here is the thinning of texture and use
of rests, coupled with new color and dynamics at the new phrase

14
beginning.

Example

a new phrase.

adds the element of melody to signal

At M.54 the percussive string part changes to a

light touch to accompany the new oboe line.

The clarinets and

bassoons have dropped out giving way to new color and new effects
of the next phrase.

One does not realize that an elided cadence

has occurred at M.54 until the oboe's melodic- line is sounded.
Even though new articulation, color and dynamics arises at M.54,
the new melodic material is needed to secure a feeling of the
new phrase.

A characteristic of the oboe melody is the marked

change in rhythm, which contrasts greatly with what came before.
Many of the rhythms function as ostinatos.

In example QQ],

one can see the shift of function and color within the string
section.

The strings serve as a percussive foundation for what

is happening above.

They play a forte pizzicato in eighth notes

with accents on the beat and with -the parts divided to,form
chord structures.

At the end of M. l01 of example l1[J , there

is an eighth rest for the strings, the term 1 arco 1 to designate
a return to bowing, and the beginning of a new phrase.

The

percussive phrase ends on a G# tonality, the dominant of the
next contrasting phrase.

A type of authentic elided cadence results.

The new phrase is a soft, expressive legato unison melody.

Again,

a very rapid cadence has occurred signaled only by eighth rests
on the last beat of M.101.

In all of Debussy's music, cadences

can usually be discerned only after they have occurred, because

15
one phrase moves into the next so quickly that one needs to hear
the new material or change in color, texture, rhythm, melody or
dynamics.

There are no traditional harmonic progressions to

prepare one for a caesura.

Example

QI!

shows another surprisingly

abrupt cadence, one which is not elided but affected by rests.
The change from full orchestra playing fortissimo on ostinato
rhythmic patterns to a triple piano in the harps and strings is
an unexpected change in color, texture, dynamics and meter.
Example

ill]

presents an ambivalence as to what beat to call the

cadence point.
phrase.

The tamborine provides a bridge to the new

The rests in the woodwind section help to pinpoint M.155

as the cadence point on beat 1.
13 initiates the new phrase.

The full orchestra at rehearsal

In previous measures, there was

dialogue between the woodwinds and brass on the rhythmic figure:

Y.fJm

with pizzicato accompaniment in the strings.

woodwinds played a more sustained, legato melodic line.

The
At

M.156 the full orchestra joins in on a martial rhythm as the
upper strings sound the prominent first melodic motive of the
piece, now in the dorian mode.

The unity of motion, style, and

attack is apparent here.

One hears this as a part in itself -

in its unity of purpose.

At M210, example

00 again

is viewed

a cadence executed by means of 1) elision; 2) dynamics; 3) meter;
4) instrumental change

=

colorshift; and 5) texture change.

The

woodwinds overlap the cadence while lower strings and percussion

16

rest, and violins continue on into the next phrase without pause
or change of material.

The melody which emanates out of the

cadence is the aural aid again in realizing that an elision has
occurred and a new phrase has begun.

The final cadence

ll!!J

is

simply a thinning-out of instruments, a reduction in volume and
content and a profuse use of rests producing a disjunct rhythm.
The

1

cellos and basses quickly progress chromatically in eighth

note triplets as muted cornets and trumpets sound sustained
notes on an E major sonority, the V of A, for several measures.
The brass drop out, leaving the timpani and cymbal to add an
eighth note here and there above the strings which gain increased
rests.

The cadence is basically V-I (a disjunct V-I harmonic

progress), but is not heard as such in a traditional manner due
to the separation of V and I by rests.

The repetitious sounding

of the tonic A chord for the last six measures - an elongation
of the cadence not previously seen in this work - is relieved
by the syncopation; in other words, by the placement of the chord
on different beats from measure to measure.

The final A octave

is as abrupt in its appearance and dissolution as were most of
the other phrase endings of the work.

The long time lapse

before the final triple piano, staccato A 1 s serves as a dramatic
conclusion and is apropos to the entire work.

"Ce qu'a vu le vent d'ouest" - Claude Debussy. Copyright 1940 Durand
et Cie. Used by Permission of The Publisher, Theodore Presser
Company. Sole Representative U.S.A.

"Ce qu'a vu le vent d'ouest"

E. P. 12<26
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Summary
To summarize the cadential devices used by Debussy, one
would have to list elision as the chief technique.

Cadences

by elision are accomplished by driving rhythms which overlap
and flow smoothly into the rhythm of the new phrase.
majority of his cadences studied are elided.

The

Tempo change,

including ritardando, accelerando, and pauses, are gnificant
as are dynamic, texture and color shifts.

His use of parallelism

of chord progressions and use of whole-tone and diminished
scale patterns obscures and at times destroys a feeling of
tonality.

While Debussy uses parallelism, whole-tone and

diminished scale patterns to obscure tonality in works, he also
uses pedal points (with foreign tones above) to indicate a
section's basic tonality; therefore, it is apparent that tonality
is not completely absent from his music. As Samson states in
his dissertation, Music

__!_Q_

Transition (New tonal languages),

" ... the predominantly dissonant textures ... are stabilized,
moreover, by the extended pedal points which form an independent
harmonic resource in Debussy's music ... and by tonally centered
melodic lines which often remain to some extent independent of
their harmonic support, resulting in quasi-bitonal effects." 4
Jim. Music in Transition-A study of tonal expansion
and atonality, 1900-1920 (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, Inc.,
1977), p. 39.
4 Samson ,
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In the subsequent chapters this technique of focusing and
refocusing upon a tone, to establish a center executed through
the use of pedal points and melodic line movement (often repeating tones of central importance), will prove to be a major
technique of all of the composers, to a greater or lesser extent.
Debussy laid the foundation of harmonic and rhythmic freedom
upon which succeeding composers have expanded.

Stravinsky

credits Debussy as being one of the main proponents of an
emancipated twentieth-century musical language.

William Austin

quotes a passage from Stravinsky's 11 Memories 11 (a diary entry).
Austin writes that in 1959 Stravinsky's 11summary judgment was:
'The musicians of my generation and I myself own the most to
Debussy'

11

5

William Austin, Musio _!.!!_
the 20th Century (from Debussy
to Stravinsky) New York: W.W. Norton & Company, Inc., c. 1966
p. 249.
5

Chart of Cadential Techniques of Debussy
(Total cadences = 18)

Elision

Abrupt
Percussive
Cessation

Rhythmic
Pause

Agogic
Accent

Significant Influences
Dynamic
Texture
Rit./Acc.
Accent
Accent
Tempo Change

Melodic
Line

lA

lC

3E

lA

lA

lA

lA

2B

1B

2E

3F

1B

1B

20

1B

(7%)

2A*

3H

(13%)

(13%)

lC

3A

2B

2B*

(20%)

3A

3C

20

2C*

3C

3C 1

(27%)

20*

3C 1

30

3A

30

(40%)

38

(47%)

3B 1
3C
3C 1
30
3G
(67%) *quasi-elision

Chart of Cadential Techniques of De b ussy (Cont.)
Modal Color

Harmonic Progression

Ultimate Cadence Sonority= Triadic Structure

2E lydian

2A (V-I)

18-0 # f;

2E mixolydian

2E (b VI I-I)

lC-F +6t

3C phrygian

3B (V 9 -I)

3F dorian
(22%)

3B 1 (IV-I-quasiplagal + added
tones)
3D (V-I)
3H (V-I)
(33%)

(D)

2A-A
2B Aij
2C A
2D A
2E A
3A-o b 9
3B-A b
3C-f
3D-C #
3G-A
3H-A
(72%)
w
co

CHARLES IVES (1874-1954)
Introduction
The music of Charles Ives, in many ways, reaches the epitomy
of diversity, complexity, and innovation in twentieth-century
composition.

Terms such as heterophony (some might prefer

'cacophony' as more appropriate), planar (layars of sound), tone
clusters, polytonality, atonality, polymeter, polytempi,
polyrhythm, and proto-aleatory are often used to describe specific
aspects of his music.

The concept behind Ives' music - his personal,

Transcendental philosophy - is probably the single most significant
aspect of understanding his music, or at least understanding his
purpose in composing as he did.

Many of his works are simple and

quite traditional in every respect; yet many works of the 1920's
were so progressive that they waited forty years or more to be
performed due to technical performance difficulties.

Ives enjoyed

quoting hymn tunes, patriotic songs, Stephen Foster songs and he
often used several familiar tunes in their own key simultaneously.
An excellent description of Ives' complex style is given by Henry
and Sidney

Cowell in their book, Charles Ives and His Music.

One of the typical Ives' styles that is partly polyphonic,
partly harmonic, is that in which he weaves a fabric with many
different note-values at the same time, each part sustaining
its own line. While the voices are quite separate, they are
often also figurations of chord fragments, and the total,
while polyphonic in general, forms an involved harmonic-web
and is in itself a sort of super-figuration .... Often in such
39
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a sound-web there is a main melody (sometimes a quotation),
and the rest of the web is in the nature of an accompaniment.
So it is evident that even when Ives' voices seem most
independent, the melodies are bound together by a strong
harmonic feeling, rather than being deliberately separated
so as to be heard contrapuntally. 1
Analysis of Ives' music often seems impossible.

Cadences are often

elusive due to the dense layering o,f sound and the juxtaposed
polytonalities, polymeters, polytempi and polyrhythms.

Elision

is a chief cadential technique and is applied in many sections of
his musical scores.

Most of his music studied for analysis (the

Second Piano Sonata and the Fourth Symphony), has a continuous
rhythmic drive and sense of on-goingness which defies cadential
analysis.

Many phrases are elided, though not often smoothly

elided as they are in the works of Debussy.

Instead, the abrupt

end of one phrase is placed back-to-back with the new phrase with
no or very little cessation of motion between to indicate a cadence.
The term 11cutting 11 shall be borrowed from Elliot Carter, twentiethcentury composer and teacher, to describe this technique of backto-back juxtaposition of ideas.

11

Carter used the term 'cutting'

to describe the sectionalization of many modern works which are
constructed of blocks or sections of varying material placed backto-back with no rhythmic cessation between these sections. 112 This
1 Henry

(New York:

Cowell and Sidney Cowell, Charles Ives and His Music
Oxford University Press, 1955), p. -55.
-

Robert Ricci, the 'cutting' technique was explained to me by
my main advisor, Dr. Robert Ricci, as told to him by Elliot Carter
in a class on 20th century techniques at Yale University, 1965.
2
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term is applied on a smaller scale - to phrases rather than large
sections, although some of these phrase ends using the cutting
technique may divide the music into sections.
'cutting' technique will be examined later.

Examples of this
Where there are

definite cadences in Ives' music, that is, a feeling of some kind
of cessation, there are often unresolved dissonances ... "he was not
restrained by any need for resolving dissonances." 3 While studying
the musical examples, it is helpful to keep in mind two things:
1) the performance of a work by different performers; and 2) Ives'
philosophy of individual freedom.

Different performers will have

different interpretations with varying inflections and nuances.
One performer may add a ritard here and there which would aurally
give the listener a feeling of momentary cessation, while another
artist may not interpret the same material in the same way.

In

analyzing Ives' scores, basically just the visual aspects of
cadences and/or phrase ends, as indicated in the scores, will be
evidence of cadences.

To conclude, concerning Ives' philosophy of

individual freedom, it is his belief that every diverse aspect of
life co-existing simultaneously adds up to a harmonious whole.
Mr. Hitchcock writes in Music In the United States:
He seemed to view musical texture sometimes as a microcosm
in which the co-existence of disparate elements does not
threaten disorder anymore than say, in a forest the
3

loc . cit., page 156.
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co-existence of different trees, rocks, mosses, flowers,
animals and insects threatens disorder ... 4
To Ives, music is an expression of life itself and is not always
immediately clear, and certainly not predictable.

Wiley Hitchcock, Music JI!. the United States (Engelwood
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., c. 1974), p. 152.
4H.
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-Piano
- - - - - - -Sonata

No. 2

The Second Piano Sonata of Ives, written
was rewritten

b etween

Mass., 1840-1860".

b etween

1909-1915,

1940-1947 and was su b titled , "Concord,

The four movements of the sonata, "Emerson",

"Hawthorne", "The Alcotts", and "Thoreau" are so named to represent
programmatically the personalities of these famous transcendentalists who lived in Concord, Massachusetts during the midnineteenth century.
The "Emerson" movement uses two contrasting styles and motifs,
as descri b ed b y Mr. Cowell. 5 The main and unifying motif of the
entire sonata, the "Beethoven" motif of three repeated notes and
a drop of a 3rd, is seen at Ex. []]] in the b ass (C # -C# -C# -A # ).
A somewhat lyric, conjunct motif begins the movement, sounding it
in contrasting motion

b etween

the b ass and tre b le parts.

There is

contrast between basically polyphonic material, which incorporates
the "Beethoven" motif, and melodic-harmonic, lyric material.

This

movement is very chromatic, very dissonant, and complex rhythmically
and harmonically.

The chromaticism and use of many augmented and

diminished intervals and chords with seconds contribute to the
atonal effect.

At

DJ

the nine-voiced sonority (C in bass, G major

plus Gb 7 chords), is stressed and acts as a climactic point for the
previous material, yet it is not heard as a cadence due to the
5 loc .

cit., p. 190-200.
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on-goingness of the following chords.
is recognized at

DK] and

The

11

Beethoven 11 motive

a semi-cadence is discernable here due

to the long-tied notes in the treble, slowing of the tempo, the
crescendo and then the immediate diminuendo and melodic quality
beginning with the treble G# . This change in mood, following

DK]

lasts only momentarily; then the forte agitated rhythms ensue,
becoming louder, faster and more syncopated.
cadence of weight is heard at

II[].

The first actual

A syncopated sequence of

chromatic chords (octaves and a 6th - both hands, the 4th - 5th
staves) build up to the high G at

II[]

an extension of three and a half beats.

which drops a 7th to begin
The extension elides into

the new melodic-lyric idea of a simpler rhythm and soft dynamic
level.

It is apparent that Ives did not use many barlines and

when he did use them, it had little significance for the cadences.
Lack of barlines and meters frees the music and frees the performer
in Ives' belief, yet it adds to the complexity and makes it a
difficult task for the performer to read the rhythms and feel the
accents.

What Mr. Cowell says about this lack of metrical

organization,

of barlines and time signatures is that "Ives

leaves out the metrical signature, and he has either no bar lines
at all or else he sets them irregularly where he wishes the
impression of a first beat.

This is a prose concept of rhythm; it

is also related to the idea that different stresses may be given by
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different performers, all of them right. 116 Example DI] through

[TI]

illustrate Ives' main cadential technique - that of elision.

One section or phrase often glides smoothly into the next.
distinguishing features pinpointing a new section are:

The

l) change

in melodic, harmonic, and/or rhythmic figuration; 2) change in
dynamics; 3) change in tempo, and 4) change in• texture, or a
combination of these elements.

At DI] a pronounced melodic line

is heard indicated as a solo 1 accompanied by a quasi-ostinato
1

,

bass and bas ica 11 y secunda l chords above.

At

[I0

the new

figure of the repeated chord figure ("Beethoven" motive in top
voice, G# -G# -G# -E) becomes significant and acts as a transition to
the next phrase, beginning at

I]]]

in elision.

A new texture,

rhythmic figure, dynamic level and tempo is noticed.

A shift in

emphasis from the upper staff figure of [J]J to the lower staff
syncopated figure of DI] occurs as DI] begins as an elision.
The phrase of

DI]

illustrates the use of heterogeneous rhythms

and harmonies, which Ives often employs.

Both right hand and left

hand parts can be heard as separate lines (contrapuntally), though
the left hand is pronounced.

[TI]

begins a new phrase in elision.

A contrasting bitonal and more homophonic section begins at the
'slowly and quietly' - the phrase preceding []]].

Here the clearly

delineated and melodic line is independent of the harmonic background.
6

The diatonic melody at first appears to be in C major,

loc . cit., p. 172.
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but aurally it sounds dorian even though the phrase end at [J]J
terminates on step seven (C) of the dorian made.

The left hand

accompaniment is rather chromatic and does not hint of any certain
tonal center.

This bitonal section, semi-cadencing at [J]J and

, is comparatively consonant and the rhythms are simple.
A semi-cadence (semi-cadences are those cadences with considerably
less weight than full cadences) is heard at

with lydian

color added by the use of c # and G # at the phrase end.

The

texture thickens as the rhythm becomes more complex and tempo
increases, building up to the percussive, poly chords approaching

[IE].

The final chord (B major in the bass and E minor in the

treble) is a staccato eighth-note value and so ends the phrase
abruptly and in a homogeneous rhythm.

The following quarter rest

aids perception of a cadence at

Mm.47-60 show semi-cadences

effected by:

O]].

l) a brief rest at the phrase end; 2) a longer note

value in the melodic line (top staff) and 3) the sounding of the
tonal center (C) in the highest and lowest voice on the cadence
sonority.

The measures marked 47-66 are strongly rooted in C -

the pedal point on C asserts the tonal center.

This rather

chromatic section (Mm.47-66) finds harmonic release or rest at the
semi-cadences because of the clear C carlence sonorities and the
tonal support given by the sounding of C in the bass on the ultimate
cadence chord.

A 11 of the cadences from DJ] through

ITJ:J

employ

the 'tonic' and sound C in the highest and lowest voice, for the
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most part.

o::E] is the only cadence that does not use C in the

highest voice, but the pure C triad at

.

preceded by clear

triadic structures of C major, gives this cadence added tonal
weight.

The progression of

.

1-V-iii-IV -1, is the most

traditional cadential rendering in this sonata (with the possible
exception of QQI) and it produces the effect of a plagal cadence
(IV -1).

The voice-leading is untraditional, though, and is

disjunct with the IV to I jumping down an octave, blurring the
plagal quality a bit.

It has been assigned a semi-cadence quality

because of the repetition of very similar material immediately
following (not shown).

The immediate repetition of an idea almost

always gives the preceding phrase a semi-cadence ending.

If an

idea is repeated, the first playing of the idea will not have the
final effect or full cadence effect that the final playing of the
idea will have.

At M.59,

[]]], is an elided semi-cadence which

begins with the same melody of M.47.

ITI:J,M.60,

sounds like the

end of that idea, with an extension following to the plagal cadence
at

o::;EJ.

The C pedal point shifts to an F pedal point at M.63,

thus sounding like a quasi-plagal cadence.

The descending treble

line, the ritard and diminuendo and the placement of the half-note
C and bass C o n beat one, M.66, provide a strong cadential feeling.
What happens in M.66 after beat one is an extension.

It is

interesting that Ives, whose music is so dissonant sounding, uses
tonal centers, at times, asserted by pedal points and by the
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repeating of the central tone at phrase ends.

This repetition of

the tonal focus, C, between Mm.47-66 provides a very strong
harmonic cadential influence within this basically chromatic
texture.

One might expect that a focus upon one tone, as done

here, example ITI]-[1EJ- foreshadov,s the tonal implications of
following cadences.

A strong C major ultimate chord is used for

the final cadence of the "Alcotts" movement ( QQ]) and the work
as a whole does seem to be 'C' oriented, or at least, it
incorporates many C major chords (see examples \4Al-fil] final musical example).

At M.114, the simpler, contrasting

homophonic style appears.

The cadence at [J!J is aided by l) the

ritard; 2) dimimiendo; 3) the high D descending to C, then A;
4) the thinning texture and 5) augmented rhythms (from eighth notes
to quarter notes).

The next example shows Ives' use of complex

rhythms and dense sonorities.

The cadence at [ill is approached

by a quintuplet, septuplet and sextuplet, accelerated run in the
treble, followed by an augmenting of the rhythm and broader tempo
in M.116.

The climactic, dense secundal chord structure at [ill

serves as an arrival point.

It is the densest chord in this

movement and is played sforzando.

Its l) high range; 2) density;

3) dynamic level and 4) agogic and syncopated accent qualify it
as a cadence chord, even though there is no pause before the next
phrase.

On the final page of the "Emerson" movement, Mm.124-137,

the cadences are cl ear.

At

I]]]

the cadence is elided.

The new

phrase, beginning at

D:ffi, incorporates new color - that of the

viola - and a slower tempo. The slow, chromatic ostinato-like
bass continues to the obvious cadence at

O]]. The fermata and

rest indicate a caesura. The melody of the new phrase, M.129,
is a repetition of M.126, though accompanied and played differently.
The "Beethoven" motive is reiterated constantly to the end. A
type of half, semi-cadence is heard at [IQ]. The A major to E
major chords sound like 1-V. The E to A octaves in the bass, from
M. 131 over the bar to M. 132, strengthens the 1-V feeling. The

half-note value of the A and E major chords give it agogic weight.

The final cadence is at [TI] with the run up to the high F

naturals dropping a 3rd to D. The sonority is basically F# major

with the added minor 6th, the D. Ives' predilection for dissonant
cadences is evident at [TI] with an F# major sonority in the bass

and the F augmented sonority (upper note of cluster A and c# plus
the moti vi c F 9 above) four octaves higher. The wide spacing of

the diminished octaves, F# -F and A # -Ao/, lessens the dissonance,

though this dissonance contributes to an emphasis on the "Beethoven"
motive, it being non-harmonic with the lower sonority [TI] has
agogic, textural, and range accent with a pause following. Mm.134137 function as an extension reiterating the main four-note motive
in the bass, each time getting softer. At the end, Mm.136-137,

the main motive is sounded in the lowest voices (A-A-A-F1). As a
majority of the cadences in 'Emerson' were elided, so they are in
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the other three movements. Only a few cadences from the other

movements will be discussed due to the repetitiousness of
techniques.

In Hawthorne 1 the shift in melodic, harmonic, and-or
1

,

rhythmic figurations is evident from one phrase or section to the
next.

[1A] illustrates this shift to a new figuration using the

technique of elision.

It is often difficult to aurally perceive

cadences in much of Ives' music because of its forward-driving
nature. One idea seems to grow out of another spontaneously.
Such is the case at .
are apparent.

The repetitive bass and treble patterns

It is the new rhythm in the treble staff which

signals a new phrase. The elided cadence at [1fil is struck

sforzando and a new disjunct left hand figure (the octave jumps)
is a change from the more chromatic and conjunct previous material.

The figuration again changes in both hands at

;

is

another cadence by elision. This static bridge or transitional
passage ends in elision at [IQ] where at coloristic passage of
glissando figures occurs. This phrase ends in elision a t @ ,
which begins another static pattern. The elided cadence at

ITI]

is given greater stress through 1) approach by ascent to high A,

then descending a third (the range being significant); 2) use of
ritard and diminuendo, and 3) a more sustained bass sonority.

The slower tempo and softer dynamic level and new melodic line
just after

ITI] indicates a new phrase. At 11§] the melody line
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ends on a tied E9whole note and a new harmonic figure appears
after it. This new harmonic element is the coloristic technique
used in the upper staff - that of holding down all the black keys
within a two-octave plus a 2nd interval. To do this, a board is
used that can depress the keys while not striking them. These
clusters are to be held down so that the symphathetic vibrations
will sound when the notes of the lower two staves are played.

In the recording studied, the performer actually played these

clusters softly; it produced a unique ethereal effect and was, in
the early twentieth century, a very avant garde procedure.

[g!!]

is a cadence of l) extreme range; 2) dense, dissonant texture
(the secundal tone cluster spanning two octaves and a major second);

3) agogic accent; 4) extreme dynamic accent (sforzando); and 5)
accelerando.

The 22-note tone cluster, beginning with the lowest

D up three octaves and a 5th, is the thickest structure used in
the sonata. The breath marks after it coupled with the reduced
dynamics, tempo, texture, and descending range indicate a new

fm a cadence is heard because of a definite pause.
The dissonant cadence chord at [b[J is sounded quickly, but serves
phrase. At

as the terminating chord for that phrase.

Immediately following

l2JI the texture is greatly reduced and a new rhythmic and

intervallic figure begins after the rapid two-octave scale run. The
last page of the 'Hawthorne' movement exemplifies the complex
rhythmic and harmonic writing Ives is noted for.

Even though the
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texture does not appear terribly dense, it is aurally perceived
as an ambiguous, dense sound mass due to the dissonances, complex
rhythms and use of the sustaining pedal. Both
extremely abrupt cadences.
'caesura' seems inappropriate.

and

are

is so abrupt that the term
Rather than a breathing point, it

is an abrupt breaking-off of one idea followed· by a contrasting
idea. The triple piano chordal "Beethoven" motive following
comes as a surprise - thiere is no preparation for it and it is
an extreme contrast from the previous material. The final cadence
at

IIlJ is approached by a rapidly ascending, triple forte whole

tone scale ending on a twelve-note cluster (notes of the scale),

and a C # against C-9octave in the treble on a thirty-second note.
"Hawthorne" ends in a frenzy, using the technique of abruptly breakingoff. The thirty-second rest is a visual psychological element.
"The Alcotts" represents the traditional and the simple. This

movement is basically consonant and uses many triadic chord

structures and simple rhythms. The final page illustrates four

cadences.

j3AI is an elided cadence on a IV chord, assuming the
tonal center is C. The fortissimo subdominant chord adds a 7th

and also a 6th, but the basic subdominant sound is preserved. The
cadence at

Qfil acts as a half cadence on the dominant, G. The

4th, C, and the 6th, an E, are also chord tones, but the bass G
octave and the 5th, G and D, strengthens the dominant quality. The
preceeding chord, built on D, is a secondary dominant, or the V 7
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of G 1 a traditional cadential chord.
agogic and dynamic emphasis.

The cadence at

[l[J

receives

The "Beethoven" motive is incorpor-

ated into thick triadic (root-position) C chords from ill] almost
to the end.

Q I } is a half cadence on V, again.

aspect of the authentic cadence at
is preceeded

by

QQI is

The unusual

that the I chord, C,

the mixolydian modal quality of the B b chord.

The B b chord functions as a dominant going to the tonic.

The

final, authentic cadence ends softly in a low register following
a descending melodic tre b le line, and a diminuendo and a ritardando.
The final page of the fourth movement, "Thoreau", uses quasitonal cadences.

/4A/ cadences with the three repeated notes of

the "Beethoven" motive and ends the phrase which added the viola
color.
motive.

The viola and piano end the phrase on high D's of the main
The eighth rest and pause after the repeated D's also

help to denote a cadence.

Cadences at

[![I

and

sound C major

chords, which to this writer's ears, sounds most like the tonal
center.

The ostinato

b

ass playing A-C-G octaves might look like

the minor dominant seventh of D, the final

b

ass pitch,

b

ut the C

octaves come through so cl early and the C chords ( [I[] and G E ] )
are agogically strong enough to put the emphasis on a quasi-C
major tonality.

The C tonality is o b literated in the last line b y

the use of the many sharps, including C # . The

b

ass G octave acts

as a subdominant to the final D, although the 7th, C # , is heard
last in the tenor.

The "Beethoven" motive sounds on high repeated
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A's, ending on A rather than dropping a 3rd.

The chromatic and

dissonant sixteenth-note figure in the tenor (8-G # -B b -G), o b scures
the D tonality along with the tri-tone jump to c # in the tenor
at

Gr}.

This am b iguity is just what Ives wanted to depict the

mystic quality of Thoreau and the other transcendentalists.

The

final cadence progression, analyzed in D, is basically vTIV-I,
felt in the b ass , with many non-harmonic tones adding an am b ivalent
element.
Considering the dissonant nature of the first, second, and
fourth movements of this Second Piano Sonata, and their dissonant
final cadences, a quote from Henry Cowell 's book seems appropriate.

At a time when consecutive extreme dissonance [cadence O]] of
M.35 of "Emerson"] were unknown Ives used them constantly
whenever, in his judgement, they constituted the most powerful harmonic force for his purpose. He had no sense of
their b eing ugly, or undesira b le , or in any way unpleasant 6 •
... He was not restrained by any need for resolving dissonances. 7

As for the frustrations felt b y those listening, performing, or
analyzing Ives' complex harmonies and rhythms, it is relieving to
know that Ives himself
should never

be

b elieved

"that music, like other truths,

immediately understood.

There must always remain

some further element yet to be disclosed." 8

6 loc .

7 loc.

8 loc.

cit., p. 155.
cit. , p. 156
cit. , p. 14 2.

Piano Sonata No. 2 - Charles Ives. opyright 1965 by Associated
Music Publishers, Inc., New York. Used by permission.
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Symphony No. 4. (1909-16)
This final symphony that Ives composed

b etween

1909 and 1916

displays all of the complex elements that were discussed in the
Second Piano Sonata.

In the first movement analysis is often

dou b ly difficult due to the use of three ensembles:

one a soft

cham b er ensem b le of two flutes, harp, two violins, and one viola
to produce a distant ethereal sound (Ensem b le II), the main
orchestra of strings, piano,

b rass ,

and percussion (Ensem b le I),

and the chorus of mixed voices singing the unifying material,
11

Watchmen Tell Us of the Night 11 •

With these three ensembles comes

the use of dovetailing or overlapping, and the favored technique
of elision of phrases and sections which is produced b y the
1

1

cutting technique 11 ,

(Elliott Carter's term (applied to phrases

other than sections) for cutting off one phrase a b ruptly and
juxtaposing it b eside the new phrase or idea).

The first cadence

at O]J, M.2, is heard as the first violins jump up a dou b ly
diminished octave

(D08, from c# to high C b ) and then descend a half

step to the B-flat octaves on b eat three.
by

This caesura is effected

l) the crescendo; 2) the large leap in the first violins, 3) the

wide range span of four octaves plus a minor second (from the b ass
part up to the high Bb of Vln. I); 4) the half-note value of the
polyharmonic chord on b eat three giving it agogic accent; 5) the
thickened texture (27-voice including the upper cham b er ensem b le),
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and 6) the following measure of rest in Ensemble I. The cadence
chord is rooted on low A with an A major, A minor, F major and
F minor-major seven chord above.

The juxtaposition of C natural

and C sharp and the A natural and A flat produces a discordant
bichordal structure.

The previous opening material is chromatic

and is played in unison octaves.

The first chord of Ensemble II

juxtaposes G sharp diminished-seventh and A minor-major seventh
chords.

The arrangement of these two chords adds considerable

dissonance with the minor and major 2nds, (the vertical sonority,
beat 3, from bottom-upward:
sound of the 3rds.

G# -A-C-0-F# -B-E-G# ), camouflaging the

If the notes were rearranged an entire

sonority of 3rds would result (G # -B-0-F# -A-C-E-G# ); this being a
bit less discordant.

Whether these pitches actually affect the

fuller bimodal chord of ensemble I is questionable due to the
extremely soft dynamic level and low range placement of the ensemble
II chord.

The soft bitonal seventh chords are aurally perceived

on beat one of M.3 as the other instruments rest.

The opening D

octaves descending to the bass A on the cadence chord might appear
as a tonic-to-dominant progression; the frequent placement of D i n
the bass on beat one between Mm.l and 16 might seem to put a focal
point on D. A 1so, the second cadence at

[I[],

progressing:

C# -0-

A-D (M.15-16 in the bass line), would seem to support D a s a 'tonal
center.

In actuality, there is no feeling of a tonal center.

chromaticism established at the beginning, coupled with the

The

1
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juxtaposed and superimposed harmonies of the two ensembles,

obliterates any feeling of a tonal or harmonic focal point. After

the first four intorductory measures (Mm.1-4), an elision into the

new phrase is heard as the viola plays a D major melody which
becomes chromatic at Mm.10-16.

In M.16 the A minor/A major

chord to the D minor/D major chord looks like ·a type of authentic
cadence - dominant-to-tonic, but it doesn't sound at all

traditional. The mixing of major and minor modes, plus the foreign

or 'non-harmonic' tones (the A # and B# in Vlns II, beat 2, M.16,

and the E natural in Vlns. I and in the solo on the final cadence
chord), provide an ambiguous tonal effect. The slowing tempo and
sustaining of the final chord at []]] provides the needed momentary

pause before the chorus enters. At M.17 to the end of the first

movement a key signature of two sharps, (F# and c# ), is used. The
chorale tune, "Watchmen Tell Us Of The Night", is in D major, while
the accompaniment, the ensemble I strings and piano, is basically

B minor. The 8 minor flavor below the chorus line gives a prevailing

minor sound to Mm.17-32. The ensemble II strings, harp and flute
provide a soft, ethereal sound-effect, tonally distant from the
rest. The pause at

DI] is noticeable, but has a weaker effect

than preceding cadences and so is termed a semi-cadence. As noted

in the introduction, a semi-cadence does not refer to a traditional

half cadence on the dominant, but means, in this paper, a caesura
of weaker inflection. The progression from a B minor chord to a
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quasi-subdominant chord, harmonically aids the cadential feeling,
coupled with the sustaining of the last chord of M.20. The

simultaneous use of the D major tonal center and its relative
minor key area, B minor, blends well and is very consonant in
nature, and yet at the same time, provides a degree of ambiguity.
The use of a few added non-harmonic tones (those outside the
tonality of D major and B minor), and the non-tona1 to bitona1
sonorities of ensemble II contribute to an ambiguous harmonic
effect. At

[II] the melody ends on a dominant tone, E, with E

octaves in the bass, but G# 's, Dq's, F# 's and E# 's (the piano part)
blur definition of a "root" of the chord. The same chord progression
is used at [IQ] even though the melody ends on its tonic, D. The
longer note value on the word 'star' of the chorale, and longer

value of the bitonal chord in the strings gives [IQ] agogic stress
and again there is a rhythmic pause before M.25. The caesura at

OIJ is very strong and clearly set on a G major harmony. The soft
ensemble II is the only discordant element at ITIJ, except for

the piano's A and C natural acting as an unresolved suspension, which
has little total effect. The following measure of rest definitively
supplies cadential awareness. The cadence at

DI] employs a sixteenth

rest before the final note, G, of the phrase. Making the short
repeated phrase rhythmically disjunct, (Traveller---- yes '-/etc.),
may effect an expectation of coming cessation, which does occur on
beat three of M.29 of the vocal lines. The piano and violins extend

the cadence with a syncopation figure and added dissonance.

The

rests in the vocal parts and the ritardando are the cadential
evidence along with a change in material, texture and tempo at
M.30.

The semi-cadence at

D]J

is like that at

o:rJ.

repeats the musical material of
at

D]J,

[ill.

The solo

The sustaining of the sonority

indicates a breath in the musical texture.

The strong

cadence at [Ifil is basically like that at [TI], ending on a clear
G major chord (the IV or the vi depending on whether D o r B i s
considered the tonal center).

The slowing tempo and rests following

the G chord of M.35 mark another long breathing space.
cadence is felt at M.39,

[TI].

The final

The harmonies thin out and become

simple, discernable triads (with a few non-harmonic tones) from
Mm.36-41.

At M.36, D major is emphasized and here sounds like the

'tonic' in both the vocal and ensemble I parts.

The progression

to the G major chord, M.38, might seem a likely spot for the
cadence chord, yet the female vocal line does not finish its idea
and arrive at its destination until M.39.

There is a feeling of

downbeat on beat one of M.39 and here all of the parts have
stabilized and become harmonically and rhythmically static.

As

the G major tonality is suspended, it dies away so gradually that
one almost expects this sonority to suspend or float in space and
time indefinitely.

The scarcely audible reply of ensemble II at

the end, strengthens this effect of almost eternal continuation.
The cadential extension of

[TI],

Mm.39-41, supplies a beautifully
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subtle, drifting-off effect. The concept of time and space is
almost abolished.
Movements two and four are characterized by a continual
on-goingness of motion. New phrases and sections are elided sometimes gradually and smoothly, but more often are initiated
by the "cutting technique" - the abrupt cut-off of one part which
is placed directly next to the new contrasting part. Elliott

Carter 1s term "cutting technique" well describes this type of

splicing procedure which Ives uses extensively and which results
in contrasting material being placed back-to-back with no feeling
of momentary cessation of motion or feeling of harmonic conclusion
of an idea. The third movement is a fugue in traditional style,
with phrases overlapping as one or several voices cadence and
others continue on. The one decisive cadence is the final plagal
cadence - a very traditional rendering of a plagal cadence. The
basically orthodox treatment of this movement makes it less
applicable for analysis of contemporary cadential procedures.
To conclude, a favorite statement of this composer 1s (C.
Ives) philosophy of music is apropos. While keeping in mind the
extremely discordant nature of much of Ives 1 music (especially
large sections of the second movement of the Fourth Symphony which
sound like an orchestra tuning to different pitches at a

fortississimo level), one may get a better understanding of this
music 1s conception by reading the concluding quotation.

This

statement is used in defense of Ives 1 musical creations which
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probably very few people really enjoy or understand and which do
not easily lend themselves to analysis.

It is true that Ives

wrote many works that are much more consonant - much more

traditional and \'lhich are enjoyed by many; but for those avantgarde, 'cacophonous' works, this statement is offered as Ives'
reason for their conception and birth.

Ives believed it to be the

composer's right and duty to express the 'idea' and put the
resultant musical sonorities in a subordinate position .

... the composer's job is to write music. This music is
the idea. The idea should not be subordinated to techniques
of performance, and it should never be changed for the sake
of facility. In certain sorts of composition, Ives makes a
distinction between the music, which is the idea, and the
sound, which is simply a physical disturbance during a
performance. Naturally it is desirable to have the best
sound possible, if this is compatible with the music. But
the music itself must never be sacrificed! 9

9

loc. cit, p. 178

Symphony No. 4 - Charles Ives. Qopyright 1965 by Associated Music
Publishers, Inc., New York. Used by permission.
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Chart of Ives' Cadential Techniques
(Total Cadences = 43)
Elision

Rhythmic
Caesura

Abrupt
Breaking
Off

Harmonic
Influence

Melodic
Influence

lC

lG

1G 2

1I 3 (IV 7 -I)

1B

lC2

lH

lK

l.J2 (IV-I)

1H

1D

lN

2K

21

2L

10 (V-1)

lE
lF
lJ

4A
StmQhOnj'.

(99%)

3B (V 7 /V-V )

3C (vi-V)
3D {I- bVII-I)

lM

1B

2A

4B (V-1)

1D

48 2 (V-1)

2B

lE

2C

lF

2D

lE (I-IV)

lH

l I (I-IV)

(23%)

(23%)

2E
2F

(33%)

Sj'.mQhOnj'.

StmQhOnj'.
lC
1D

lE
lF
lG

(16%)
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Chart of Ives' Cadential Techniques (Cont.)
Sharp
Change in
Texture and/
or color

Agogic
Accent

Textural
Accent

Homogeneous
Rh,z'.thm

Modal
Usage

lA

lA

1B

lE

ll

lH

21

lP

lK

11

2J

2H

lM

lG - dorian
melody
preceding
lG

111

(9%)

112

3B

S1mehon1

S1mehoni

lA

lA

(9%)

113

lJ

(12%

lJ
ll
10
lP
2G
3A
3B
3C
3D
4B
482
4C
S1mehon1
lA
1D

lG

(51 % )

1G 1 - lydi an
3D - mixolydian
(7%)

ARNOLD SCHOENBERG (1874-1951)
Introduction
The twelve-tone technique of composition wasn't actually
codified by Arnold Schoenberg until about 1920 to 1922.
compositions, though not serial, were very chromatic.

His early
It wasn't

until 1920-1922 that his twelve-tone method was fully realized in
the last piece of The Five Piano Pieces,

n_.

Schoenberg

believed that twelve-tone music, music in which all twelve semitones have equal weight and importance, was predestined.
had worn itself out.

No

Tonality

longer could tonality function as the

main structural and organizing force in music.

Pantonality (all

tonalities merged), was Schoenberg's vision of music's historical
course to follow.

"The twelve-tone principle was, for him, a way

of organizing musical thought that is coherent, that controls
every aspect of every piece but is uniquely established anew by
each piece." 1

"In Schoenberg's classical formulation of the

technique, each piece is based on a given ordering of the twelve
tempered pitches abstracted (without regard for octave or register)
as the twelve-tone series or row - and the work itself is an
exposition or realization of this order structure. '2
1 Salzman ,

(New Jersey:
21OC.

Eric. Twentieth-Century Music: An Introduction
Prentice Hall, Inc., c. 1974), p. W6

Cit. ,

p. 104
89

The first two pieces o f

ll

90

are not strictly serial

compositions, yet they sound like twelve-tone pieces.

Many major

and minor seconds, sevenths, and ninths, and augmented and
diminished intervals are used - both vertically and horizontally.
The use of 1) multiple meters (No. 1 keeps the unit pulse constant
with an eight note; No. 2 uses 3/4, 2/4, 9/16, 4/4, 4/2, 1/2,
and 6/4 meters); 2) complex rhythms, coupled with 3) expansive
registers and 4) the many wide disjunct intervals produces
characteristic sounds of twelve-tone composition.

Just because a

tone row, that is a pre-ordered pattern of all twelve semi-tones,
is not used strictly, does not mean that a work cannot sound
serial.

The first two pieces of Op. 23 are not serial; the

Klavierst ck Op. 33a of 1932 and the Fourth Strinq Quartet of 1936
fully use the serial technique, also known as twelve-tone or
dodecaphonic method.

The deciphering of or analysis of tone rows

in any of these works will not be included in the cadential study
of these works.
It seems paradoxical that such a decisively ordered or
structured type of composition, written in the twelve-tone idiom,
should produce the opposite effect of freedom and spontaneity. Often
the compositions sound as if they were conceived almost improvisationally.

The use of asymmetrical meters and rhythms, extremely

wide, disjunct intervals, small compressed intervals, augmented
and diminished intervals, and many major and minor seconds, sevenths,
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and ninths produce this effect of freedom.

With tonality being

abandoned there is no gravitating force to a central tone or tones.
Characteristic 'tonal intervals', such as leading tones, perfect
fourths, fifths, and octaves, and triadic structures are avoided,
though sometimes used nontraditionally.

Ironically, this

intellectualized and strictly ordered type of composition does not sound
as such.

The explanation of the music's free quality is found in the

many variations possible with a tone row.

There is the basic row,

its inversion, its retrograde, and its retrograde inversion.

All

four of these forms can be transposed to any of the twelve chromatic
pitches.

With forty-eight variations and the choice of rhythmic and

register change, it is understandable that such music expresses an
inner freedom and spontaneous quality.

The fact that is is often

difficult to listen to and usually impossible to aurally comprehend
the mathematical renderings of serial pieces, illustrate the method's
complexity and the ears' inability to decipher and organize patterns
of a row.

This writer, having a background rooted in tonality finds

it difficult to ignore what the ears expect to hear and to understand
the intricate intervallic and rhythmic workings of Schoenberg's
music.
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n_

Of Schoen b erg 's Five Piano Pieces, Oo.
22, the first and second will

be

analyzed.

n_,

written in 1920-

Neither are strictly

serial compositions, although upon hearing they sound like twelvetone pieces,

b ecause

they contain twelve-tone elements such as

extreme range, disjunct and anti-tonal intervals (those not
supporting any feeling of tonality), and complex rhythms.

It is

interesting that the intervals of the 7th and the 3rd play an
important role in the first piece.

Major and minor 7ths and 3rds

appear to b e important intervallic compositional elements throughout
num b er one (I).
piece.

7ths and 3rds are also prevalent in the second

The cadence at DK] is characterized

by:

l) the wide range

and disjunct minor 7th interval from the D b in the top voice on
b eat

one to the Eb staccato sixteenth-note on

b eat

two;

(this

wide leap at the cadence serves as a variant to the many vertical
7ths sounded previously); 2) the diminution of the rhythm from
b asically

eighth and sixteenth notes to sixteenth, thirty-second,

and sixty-fourth notes; 3) the reduction of two and three-voice
texture to a single sonority; 4) the reduction in dynamic level,
and 5) the use of rests within and at the end of the cadence.
staccato sixteenth-note on Eb

b rings

the preceding essentially

polyphonic material to a very a b rupt halt.

The following rests

The
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coupled with a new tempo and articulation indication, make apparent
the beginning of a new section - homophonic in nature and still
using 7ths and 3rds.

Even without a change in tempo, articulation,

and texture in M.13, one hears M.12 as a definite caesura.
Example

O]]

illustrates a cadence by the use of ritardando and a

lengthy fermata.

In contrast to the first section, these nine

measures, Mm.13-21, sound 1 homophonic 1 or basically vertical, using
harmonic 7ths and 3rds. After the pause at the fermata, M.21,
texture, dynamic level, articulation and tempo change, indicating
a new section.

Ex. [}]] is a cadence produced by ritardando, a

pause after the final diminished octave, and the diminuendo. At
•

M.22, a caesura is heard, but without as much finality as

in the two previous examples.

A semi-cadence is felt because of

the use of the diminuendo and rests.

The following measure uses the

same melodic or intervallic material, an octave higher with a change
of rhythm and dynamics.

The next breath is noticed at D]J, M.29.

Again the rests are the decisive cadential factor.

The ritard and

diminuendo and reduction of texture and descending top line aid the
cadential effect.

[!I]

The four-voice chord spanning a major 9th, at

serves as a climactic point - a point of arrival for the final

section.

The following two measures sound more like a cadential

extension than the actual cadence. Accent on this chord is achieved
agogically as well as texturally and by syncopation and range (C,
three octaves above middle C).

The high C is the highest note in
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the entire work except for the C # in M.20.

The tension of the

final six measures (Mm.30-35) culminates in cadence llEI and, at
the same time, relaxes on this sonority.

The rests which surround

this chord also give it special importance rhythmically.
cadential extension ending at
earlier cadences:

[I0

The

uses devices noticed in the

1) tempo, dynamic, and texture reduction; 2)

a descending line; and 3) pause both on beat l of M.35 and on the
final augmented octave.

All of the cadences discussed illustrate

a denial of metric regularity.

Even though time signatures are

used (4/8, 3/8, and 2/8), and the unit pulse remains constant there
is a lack of metric regularity and actually no feeling of meter at
all.

Never does a final cadence sonority sound on beat l; there is

no feeling of downbeat.

The ultimate cadential sonority is always a

very short note value (the final cadence having the longest value a dotted-eighth note), bringing a section to a very abrupt halt.
The rests and pauses after the cadences do as much as any other
element to signal a cadence.

To conclude with the first piece, a

brief chart of cadential beat placement and note values will be shown:
Example

Final Sonority on Beat #

4a

2

4b

the 2nd 32nd note of 3

4c

the 2nd 32nd note of 2

4d

the 2nd 32nd note of 3

4e

the 2nd 16th note of 2

Extension

the 2nd 16th note of 4

Final Note Value

I'

,

F

f
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This cadential beat placement chart confirms the abandonment
of downbeat importance and of a definite, clear-cut, metric
structure.

By ending on a short note value - on a fractional

part of a beat, the sense of metric balance is destroyed; metrical
asymmetry results and cadences are merely an abrupt breaking-off .
.

Funf Klavierstucke

.£1.

2

The second of the Five Piano Pieces is a lively, percussive
contrast to the first piece. Within the 23-measure work are nine
tempo indications. These tempo changes often affect the cadences.
It should be noted that the final cadence sonority is indicated by

placing the cadence number directly over the ultimate sonority.
The cadence at

begins in M.3 with the lively, heavily-accented

contrary-moving parts which crescendo to a coloristic trill with
accented vertical sonorities below. This progressive expanding of
the range is greatest on the five-voice cadence chord, M.5, beat l.
The interval of four octaves and a perfect 4th is spanned in this
triple forte chord.

Falling on the downbeat, beat l of M.5, this

cadence chord receives emphasis through dynamics, texture, rhythm
(the longest single sonority yet heard), and range (the high Eis
the highest note to this point). This cadence passage is the only
one in this piece to receive the coloristic effect of the trill.
Example

exemplified a cadence maneuvered mainly by the
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ritardando, diminuendo, and descending line.

The final two

vertical sonorities are abrupt in their appearance.

The following

change of tempo, texture (use of many 2nds, 3rds, 6ths, and 7ths
vertically), tough, dynamics, and especially the use of the
quarter rests on beat l of M.10, sets off M.10 to beat l of M.14 as
a new section.

Without these contrasting elements in M.10, one

might miss a cadence in

[lli

is on the downbeat of M.14.

The

ritard, crescendo, and following rests mark it as the cadence
chord.

A type of semi-cadence, that is a weaker-felt cadence

heard on beat l of M.20, example j2Dsj.

The previous phrase is

elided by the suspended chord in the top staff.

The eighth rest

and change of articulation in the lower part, M.20, beat 1, help
to set it apart from the previous measures.

At

the end of one phrase and beginning of the next.

[IQ],

one hears

The diminuendo

and augmentation of the note values and texture reduction, Mm.20-23,
are the chief cadential techniques used for the final cadence.

The

extremely low pitch of the last single tone, the whole note on the
lowest C # on the keyboard, also gives an impression of completion
and rest.

The use of the larger melodic intervals, such as 7ths,

compared to the previous more stepwise motion, probably has little
effect upon the feeling of cadence in the last two measures.

The

longer rhythms, Mm.20-23, and extreme low range (the lowest pitch
in the entire piece, M.23, beats 3-4, besides low C, M.21, beat 4),
are the criteria for cadential expression in the final cadence at

11I].
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Klavierstuck

33a

This piano work, composed in 1932, is constructed of many
short phrases, often set apart by rests and tempo fluctuations.
Most of the phrases break down into two-measure units.
QK] marks the first caesura.

Example

The chords of quartal and quintal

construction rise and fall in an arc and come to rest on the
half-note chord on beat 3 of M.2.

The agogic and dynamic emphasis

plus the following eighth rest, help to signal J3AI as a cadence,
or at least semi-cadence.

Smaller, less significant caesuras

result within Mm.3-7 and are marked with asterisks.
points in the music are not very noticeable.

These brief

The next definite

cadence ends on the last beat of M.9 and is effected by the pitch
and range accent and rhythmic syncopation.

The cadence passage,

example [l[l, Mm.8-9, is characterized by increased rhythmic
complexity, a ritardando and expanded texture and range of four
octaves on the final sonority.

The texture, which had as many as

five parts sounding in M.9, is reduced to one low bass pitch at
the end of M.9 as the eighth rest appears in the treble clef.

Again

the slowing in tempo and decreasing of volume in Mm.8-9, and presence
of quarter rests on beat l of M.10 help give the aural indication of
a cadence at the end of M.9.

Example

00

again uses the rising and

falling chordal arc ending on a longer rhythm (the half-note chord),
with the range widened by the descending bass arpeggiated figure.

Example

Q]]
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is felt cadentially because of the ritardando and
The pedal masks the thinned texture on beat 2

pause before M.14.

of M.13 because of the sustaining of the tones and slowing of the
tempo.

A semi-cadence, that is, a weaker caesura, is experienced on

the last eighth notes of M.15.

The heavily accented bass E ends

that two-measure phrase abruptly and is repeated to begin the
new phrase in M.16.

The four-part texture at

becomes a single

pitch (the repeated E, M.16), to begin the next phrase which is
perceived as a new sound level, up a minor 3rd from Mm.14-15.

The

texture and cantabile style remain constant within these two
phrases.

The reduced texture on beat l of M.16 plus the higher

"tonal" level of a 3rd, pinpoint Mm.16-18 as a new phrase - the
answer to Mm.14-15.

The cadence at

is realized by rhythmic

augmentation and the expanded range of three octaves and a perfect
4th.

It is always helpful to hear the material following a caesura,

whether the break be abrupt, as in

[ill

or lengthy, as in QQ] .

Often the ensuing material is so contrasting in texture, articulation,
dynamics, and tempo, that one realizes that a type of cadence had to
occur prior to this new material.
very contrasting.

The phrases within Mm.19-25 are

The very percussive and rhythmic passage of

Mm.19-20 quickly changes to a cantabile, sustained lyric passage in
Mm.21-23.

Example

QI]

concludes this martellato, forte phrase with

a crescendo, ritard and wide range of four octaves and a minor 6th.
At M.21, the cantabile style, soft dynamic level, and use of longer

note values set it apart from the phrase b efore. The phrase
culminates in a single high E half-note, b eing approached from
a minor 7th above, the highest D o n the piano. The agogic and
dynamic accent on b eat l of M.23 coupled with the thinned texture
mark example

00

as the cadence end. A very short phrase or

extension of example
of M.25. At

QR],

00

is heard from b eat 4, M.23, to b eat l

the final cadence sonority is on a widely

spaced four-voice chord spanning four octaves and a major 3rd.
The upper three pitches share agogic and dynamic accent and the
top Bis accented b y pitch. The ritard again is a chief aid in
perceiving point

QR] as

the cadence chord. This cadence

illustrates one new aspect - that of over-lapping. The b ass G
continues immediately into the new phrase at the fortissimo with
increased tempo and texture on the accented major 9th sonority

(Db -A b -Eb ). The final cadence chord at QB] is a major ninth chord

approached b y an anacrusis-like, grace-note figure. At the 'a tempo'
in M.25, a very long section is initiated. M.25 through b eat l of
M.32, form one section, full of rests, b ut void of any noticea b le
caesuras. The rests do group the notes, b ut the motion and impetus
are so constant and unyielding that a cadence is not heard until
the six-note sonority at the fortissimo of M.32.

It is curious that

a regular four- b eats per measure exists in Mm.25-31, b ut a very
jagged, asymmetrical rhythm is felt. A consistent num b er of b eats
per measure means little when rhythm is complex and disjunct or
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fragmented as here.
the feeling of meter.

Abolishment of downbeat also annihilates
Example QII definitely sounds like the

arrival point of the preceding seven measures.

This is one of

the principal caesuras in the piece, having the fullest vertical
texture, the largest range - five octaves plus a perfect 5th, and
being accented dynamically.
section of the work.

It also concludes the longest single

The fermata over the quarter rest on beat

2 also stresses the weight or importance of this cadence.

Q;D is

Example

a cadence felt after a rising line descends to a relatively

consonant eighth-note chord, a C 7 • The rests supply the rhythmic
pause.

Example \3Ks\ is a semi-cadence affected by the slowing

tempo, diminuendo and the wide, descending leaps in the bass.

The

first beat of M.35 sounds like the beginning of a melodic line in
the bass with an augmented rhythm accompanying it above.
idea ends on the eighth rests of M.37, at QIJ.

This

The cadence is

actually on the last eighth notes of M.36, but the following
eighth rests are necessary to delineate the cadence.

The final

phrase Mm. 37-39, becomes rhythmically more active with wide leaps
and a shape which descends, ascends, and finally descends again,
to end on heavily accented and percussive chords of longer duration.
The slowing of tempo and agogic accent on the final sonority with
its low, widely-spaced pitches are features of the final cadence
of example

Qff1.

The crescendo and sustaining of this last chord

give it a feeling of finality.

Surprisingly, this combination of
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tones (minor 9th overlapping a minor 7th in the bass clef),
sounds relatively consonant. The low range and spacing of pitches
has a lot to do with the consonant quality. The slow tempo and
the fact that all five pitches do not sound simultaneously on the
same beat add to the consonant effect. To sum up this work, a
categorization of the degree of consonance or·dissonance of the
cadences will be proposed. The following outline uses these

abbreviations:

vc

MC
MD
D
VD

=
=
=
=
=
=

very consonant
consonant
mildly consonant
mildly dissonant
dissonant
very dissonant

M
m
A

+
+
+
+

d
oct.

a
a
a
a

numeral
numeral
numeral
numeral

=
=
=
=
=

major
minor
augmented
diminished
octave

The ultimate cadence chord refers to the final sonority of a
cadence - the one right before the new phrase. The penultimate
sonority is the one right before the ultimate. The fourteen
cadences in _QQ_:_33a will be classed in one of the following categories:
1) very consonant; 2) consonant; 3) mildly consonant; 4) mildly

dissonant; 5) dissonant; and 6) very dissonant.

It must be noted

that such a classification is an individual impression - an
individual aural interpretation - which is open for argument. The
final cadence chord is the point being considered for degree of
dissonance, although the degree of dissonance of the previous

material is the chief deciding factor of the ultimate cadence chord's
consonance or dissonance. Because the final cadence sonorities are
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separated from each other by inter-phrase material, the ear does
not compare each cadence sonority with the others, but with what came
immediately before that cadence being considered.

Therefore, the

degree of consonance or dissonance within each phrase is of utmost
importance in classifying the phrase end.

Funf Klavierstucke Op. 23 - l & 2 by Arnold Schoenberg (Wilhelm
Hansen Edition) Used by permission of Lorenz Industries.
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Char t of Cadential Consonance or Dissonance of Cadences of Klaverstack Op. 33a
Ul t ima t e
Cadence
Sonori t y

Degree of
Consonance
or Dissonance

Intervals from
Lowes t to Highes t

Preceeding Phrase
Dissonance

O t her
Influencing Factors

d8
m7
P4

penul t ima t e chord=
C4 = VC, making 6a
MD in comparison

crescendo t o 3A,
agogic accen t ,
diminished oc t .
range of 3A.

3A

MD

3B

MC-C

4 oc t . + d8
3 oc t . + P4
2 oct. + m7
M9

MD in m. 8 to D. in
m. 9

rhy t hm syncopa t ed ;
heavier t ex t ure ;
wide spacing of
in t ervals ; soli t ary
sound of l no t e a t
end-lower & sof t er .

3C

MD

same chord as 6a +
M7 descendiBg B 2 oc t . t o B = A 15 t h

VD, same chords as
m. 1-2, bu t diff.
order, louder and
percussive

Dim. & wide spacing
and melodic sounding

bass line-horizon t al
in t ervals : up d7-down
d-12- up M9
Ped. sus t ains M7-d5-M9
above

MD

3D

D-VD

t

(;
= b5 g !aves
las t impression.
Sus t a in pedal produces a more dissonan t
quality a t 6d. for t e
level; t raditionally
dissonan t intervals.

__,
__,

w

Chart of Cadential Consonance or Dissonance of Cadences of KlaverstUck Op. 33a
Ultimate
Cadence
Sonority

Degree of
Consonance
or Dissonance

3E

MC-MD

3E 2

C

Intervals from
Lowest to Highest
m6
m3
ml
bass drops m7 to form
2 oct. + d5 from bottom
to top note of 6e chord;
adds diss. on last
2 oct. + m3

p 11 bass then drops

Preceeding Phrase
Dissonance

Other
Influencing Factors

vc

without the drop of
m7 in bass (d-e) the
final 3E cadence
sonority would be CMC. Soft dynamics
aids concordant
quality.

C

M9 forming 3 oct. +
P4 in outer voices
3F

MD-D

4 oct. + m6
4#oct. + P4
C : up m9

D

3G

vc

1 pitch, high E
approached from high
D above = down m7

C

soft, slow, cantabile
style, repeated
pitches; very homophonic; wide range of
3E.
crescendo & sustain
pedal added at
cadence to compound
sonorities; extrewe
range from bass C
up 4 oct +#m6 to
accented F -A.

thinned texture; 1
half-note pitch at
6g - cannot clash
with other
intervals.

_,
_,

Chart of Cadential Consonance or Dissonance of Cadences of Klaverstuck Op. 33a
Ultimate
Cadence
Sonority
3H
31

Degree of
Consonance
or Dissonance
MD-D

vc

Intervals from
Lowest to Highest
4 oct.
3 oct.
G up:

+
+

P4
M7
3 oct.

+

Preceeding Phrase
Dissonance

vc

wide range and
widely spaced
pitches.

VD

ff, 6-voices
sonority of extreme
range; very percussive climax to
preceeding vigorous
rhythms.

MC

thinned texture;
sonority of triadic
structure; close
spacing of C 7 chord.

M2

4 oct. + M6
4 oct. + M3
3 oct. + M7

A8

A b : PS
A b drops m7 making final
outer interval S oct. +
PS- Bb up to F
3J

C

m3
M6
P4

vc

3 oct. + P4
2b oct. + m7
B : 2 oct.

aC 7 chord in
} closed position

C-VC
+

A2

Other
Influencing Factors

soft, slow trill
figure in tr9 b le ;
sonority= B minor
11th; widely spaced
to ease tension or
dissonance.

.....

u,

Chart of Cadential Consonance or Dissonance of Cadences of Klaverstuck Op. 33a
Ultimate
Cadence
Sonority

Degree of
Consonance
or Dissonance

Intervals from
Lowest to Highest

Preceeding Phrase
Dissonance

3L

MC-C

3boct. + P5
E : P4

MC

3M

MC

2 oct. + P5
2 oct. + M3
l oct. + A4
F: l oct. + m2

D

Other
Influencing Factors
extreme range;
lowest pitch of
phrase ending softly.
vigorous rhythm;
dissonant disjunct
intervals, crescendo
to percussive chords
in m. 39; the ff
sustaining of all 5
pitches at end are
quite consonant due
-to low range and
wide spacing.

From this chart we can perceive that cadence sonorities are more or less consonant or
dissonant in relation to what was perceived immediately before. The type of intervals at
ultimate chords sometimes determines the classification, though not always. Where one pitch
terminates the cadence only consonance is perceived, (example 3G). Where there is a traditional
triadic structure to end a phrase (example 3J), consonance is perceived. There can be no
definite formulation of consistent elements needed to provide consonant cadences or vice versa.
The cadential sonorities' range, spacing, intervallic construction, dynamic level. and rhythm
all affect the overall quality, but each cadence is unique and needs to be examined separately
in this complex twelve-tone idiom.
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Fourth String Quartet,

R

This work, written in 1936, is a masterpiece of serial
composition.

Even though it is very structured and ordered it

gives an impression of freedom and spontaneity.
deal only with the first movement.

This paper will

The downward arrows (i)

indicates the placement of the final cadence sonority in the
cadence passages.

Example l4AI is a cadence procured by longer,

accented notes, the homogeneous rhythm of the three lower parts,
with the sustained whole-note in the first violin, agogic emphasis,
and the consequent rest in each part at the end of the cadence.
The repetition of pitches and similar motion of the four parts also
supports a cadential feeling.

The chief cadential technique is

the augmentation of the rhythm from accented eighth notes in Mm.l-3
to accented quarter notes (with sustained tone above Mm.5), in
Mm.4-5.

The same techniques are used for example [![I.

Uniform

rhythm, articulation, repeated notes and similar motion are employed
in the three lower parts while the first violin plays a sustained
sonority., The crescendo to the sforzando on the abrupt sounding of
the final cadence chord heightens the expectation of cadence.

The

following silence after [![I, M.16, beat 3, also signals a cadence.
Example @II uses a rhythm in the three lower parts which becomes
more homogeneous, though lively, along with a descending line and
crescendo to the cadence end.

The 'cello elides into the new phrase
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as the top three instruments rest.

It is interesting the Mrn.27-29

are conceived polyphonically, whereas at M.30, the conception is
more "homophonic", that is, the material is more vertically
constructed.

This increased homogeneity of rhythm really helps to

build a clear path to a cadence.
lengthy, fragmented cadence.

At [!Q] is the beginning of a

Mm.57-65 contain so many caesuras

that it is difficult to tell where the principal cadence occurs.
The fermata at the end of M.65, with the following change of tempo,
texture and material, is evidence that the principal caesura is
at the end of M.65.

A case could be made for the principal cadence

to be placed on beat 3 of M.62 with the following three measures
functioning as an extension.

Rhythmically and texturally the cadence

at M.62 appears more feasible, yet M.65 sounds like the conclusion
of the lengthy, previous, fragmented section.
the other breathing points within this section.

The asterisks mark
The l) use of rests

to divide the segments; 2) change of a. tempo, b. dynamics, c. texture,
and 3) shift to the coloristic element of the tremolos in Mm.63-65;
and 4) change in articulation (pizzicato vs. bowing), all help to
group these nine measures (57-65) into small units.

The cadence at

@II is one involving the coloristic effect of the harmonic in the
first violin, beat l, M.78, which is sustained as the lower voices
successively descend to the phrase end, thus widening the range right
before the upbeat to the new phrase.

Approaching the cadence, in

Mm.75-77, the range is very expansive and gradually descends to the
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lower pitches on beat 3 of M.78.

The rests, again, are important

breathing points following the final cadence sonority.
cadence is felt at M.83, beat l, example .

A semi-

This four-measure

phrase (Mm.79-82) ends in an upward sweep on heavily accented
eighth notes, with one and a half beats of rest following.

Example

@IJ is elided, but is easily perceived as a cadence due to the
introduction of the whole-note value and use of the sustained
vertical sonorities.

The sudden shift from the crescendo in M.84

to the pianissimo on the cadence chord in M.85 affects the aural
awareness of cadence here.
section

I!QJ,

This section, Mm.85-94, is similar to

with its shift in contrasting material.

The measures

after 85, up to 88, are an extension of @IJ which cadences at [![:],
with the rests signaling the breathing point.

Since the material in

Mm.89-93 is so strikingly contrasting, this section can be thought
of as a bridge passage, though not in a traditional sense.

The

coloristic opulence of sound produced by the tremolos and harmonics,
plus the thickened texture, just merges into the new phrase beginning
in M.94.

There is such an abrupt pause before the second violin and

viola begin the fortissimo line in M.94 that a feeling of cadential
finality is lacking on beat l of M.94.

The tempo and dynamics change

at M.95 and a sense of line is renewed along with new decisive
rhythmic activity.

The bridge passage has the effect of suspending

time and motion, thus abolishing a sense of caesura.

E;J,

though

not a true caesura, marks the end of Mm.88-94 and the beginning of

the next section.

Example

@§] is
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easily recognized as a cadence.

It is approached by harmonics and tremolos in a basically ascending
figure as the texture thins.

The final sound is a single low A in

the 'cello followed by a relatively long silence in all parts.
Example

[!8]

employs an increasing number of rests, uniform vertical

rhythms, a descending line with diminuendo, and texture reduction,
on beat l of M.187.

Example

[!!]

is similar in cadential approach,

but the viola, in this case, overlaps the cadence and new phrase at
M.195.

Example @I] uses augmented, homogeneous rhythms, similar

motion and texture reduction to achieve a cadence on beat 4 of M.273.
At l!K], tremolos in the lower three parts are added for an agitated
accompaniment to the disjunct descending line of half notes in the
first violin.

The first and third beats of M.280 give a very

satisfactory feeling of finality, largely because here, the vertical
sonorities are the heaviest or thickest, with thirteen pitches
comprising the vertical chord.

The additional four measures will

be called cadential extension.

The movement could end in M.280,

although the extension serves as a final closing statement with its
caesura felt in M.284, example

[ffi.

The repeated C# in the top

violin supplies a feeling of conclusion as does the uniform rhythm
and use of similar intervals in the lower parts.

In M.284, the

movement cadences abruptly on beat l on a fortissimo, ten-part chord.

Fourth String Quartet Op. 37 - Arnold Schoenberg.
of G. Schirmer, Inc.

Used by permission
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Fourth String Quartet

Arnold Schoenberg, Op. 37
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Summary of Schoenberg's Cadential Techniques
Of the forty cadences discussed in the preceeding four works,
thirty-three have rests or a fermata and pause following the ultimate
cadence sonority, thus oroducing a true breathing point, or caesura.
This one element, the rest, is a logical and workable way to produce
the momentary cessation of motion and sound needed to experience
cadence.

The rests provide the demarcation between sections or

between phrases.

With elision used very sparingly, cadences are

made quite obvious.

A few other chief cadential characteristics in

Schoenberg's music are:

1)

agogic; 2) pitch; 3) range; and 4)

dynamic accent; 5) texture reduction or addition on the ultimate
sonority; plus 6) often the use of a ritardando approaching the
final sonority.
caesura.

This slowing up produces a natural expectation of

The consequent shift of tempo and change in texture,

articulation, et cetera makes the previous cadential happening even
more evident.

The Fourth Quartet also uses another technique - that

of homogeneous rhythms within the cadential phrase.

One-third of

the cadences in the Quartet use homogeneous rhythms coupled with
rests to effect the cadence.

It is evident that Schoenberg's

cadential techniques are more discernible than several of the other
composers studied (e.g., Debussy and Ives), because of his notated
caesuras - the all-important rests.
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Chart of Cadential Devices in Schoenberg's Works
(Total Cadences = 40)
Rhythmic
Caesura
(Pause)

Elision

Abrupt
Breaking
Off

Agogic
Accent

Textural
Accent

Linear
Motion

lA

2D

lD

lE

lE

3F

lB

3H

2B

2A

2A

3K

lC

4C

2C

2E

3£ 1

4C

lD

4F

3B

3A+

31

4E

lE 1

41

3C

3B+

4K

4H

2B

(13%)

3E

3C

(13%)

(13%)

2C

4F

3£ 1

3D

4H

3G

31

4K

3M

3J

4K 1

(23%)

3L

(26%)

+brief
pause

4A
4B
4D
4£ 1
4F 1
4G
4H
4J
4K
4K 1

(56%)
*These 3 have abrupt breaking-off quality also.

FRANCIS POULENC (1899-1963)
Introduction
Francis Poulenc, one of the members of "Les Six", a group of
French composer-musicians who shared a general attitude towards

music, was inf1uenced by Satie and the French poet, Cocteau in their
quest for simplicity and clarity of expression.

"Les Six",

composed of Darius Milhaud, Arthur Honneger, Georges Auric,
Germaine Tailleferre, Louis Durey and Francis Poulenc, was, as
Poulenc emphasized, "an association of convenience ... and not a group
aesthetic." 1

Each composer maintained his/her own individuality and

stylistic traits, but supported each other in their reaction against
Impressionism.

Their concern was for the restoration of a national

music founded on clarity and vigor and rejecting the haziness and
complexities of Debussy and Schoenberg.

Poulenc reacted against

Impressionism and strove for a return to melody, counterpoint,
precision and simplicity.
Poulenc's music are:

Compositional traits to be found in

l) use of diatonic or folk-like melodies;

2) repetitive chordal accompaniment; 3) modal usage; 4) absence of
complex contrapuntal structure; 5) thin texture; 6) use of ostinato
and pedal point; 7) almost exclusive use of one motivic folk-tunelike idea - succinctness of material; 8) polytonality, bitonality,
1 Samuel

Miller Trickey, B.M., M.M., Les Six, Denton,
Texas, August, 1955, p. 63.
134
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and often diatonic bichordality; 9) the combining of major and
minor triads; and 10) simple-to-complex rhythms often with jazz and
ragtime influences. All of the above compositional characteristics
may not be present in the two works chosen for analysis, but these
are Poulencian traits which contribute to his basically simple and
popular style.

One might take note of these distinguishing

compositional features within the two works discussed:

1) much

repetition of rather short phrases and their melodic motives and
harmonic progressions; 2) the use of many seventh chords, some
dominant, but many non-dominant in function, and the use of ninth
and eleventh chords occasionally; 3) the use of pedal point and
ostinato; 4) modal inflections; and 5) simple metrical rhythms.
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Suite Francaise Pour Piano
Poulenc's piano suite, written around 1935, contains seven
dance movements or sections, all typifying Poulenc's simple,
straightforward compositional techniques.

Although these seven

pieces sound traditional and often use traditional harmonic
progressions within phrases and at cadence junctures, there are
some unique, unorthodox harmonic progressions, key shifts, and/or
cadences in all seven of the dance movements.

It will be apparent

that at times there is a seeming duality of keys or a bitonality,
and various interpretations of a passage may be feasible.

In the

Suite Francaise bitonality is not the appropriate term for Poulenc's
dissonant chord structures.

This paper uses the term bichordal to

mean Poulenc's superimposition of two diatonic chords of the same
key.

It is this ambivalence of, or better, this vertical juxtaposing

of diatonic chords which gives this mild, consonant-sounding music
its uniqueness and charm.
I.

"Bransle de Bourgogne"

The first, short dance is named after the popular sixteenth
century group dance, the bransle; Poulence titles it, "Bransle de
Bourgogne," (of Burgundy).

Possibly this is to be reminiscent of

the sixteenth-century "follow-the-leader" type, swaying dance in
duple meter.

It certainly gives a "follow-the-leader" effect with

its numerous phrase repetitions.

This 57-measure piece incorporates
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only three melodic ideas, each four measures long.

Each melodic

idea could be said to have two motives or figures arranged in a

question-answer type phrase structure: l) Mm.l-4 with Mm.l-2 the
question and Mm.3-4 the answer; 2) Mm.9-12, same two-measure
division as number l; and 3) Mm.17-20, with Mm.13-16 first sounding
this idea with an inconclusive ending or semi cadence at M.16.
The strongly concluded cadence is in M.20. This third idea found
in Mm.13-20 could be said to have three motives, the third being the
cadence, Mm.19-20. With Poulenc's use of repetition there is
succinctness of material, but variety is achieved through various
changes in chord spacings, range, and texture.

Intra-phrase material

is important to study to better understand cadential techniques.

This "Bransle", in C major, appears to begin in the dominant key,
G major, and uses the F# (raised 4th degree of C), to strengthen the
G tonality.

In actuality, G major is not established, but is used

as a dominant-ninth pedal point for the first two measures, again
returning as the penultimate chord of the cadence at [I!l. This

initial sounding of the dominant-ninth is a prevalent sonority in the

first movement and strengthens the tonic, C, while at the same time
supplying (with the lydian inflection) some added color and ambivalence

with the raised 4th degree, F# . A V 9 chord is not an extremely common
beginning sonority nor an extremely common penultimate chord for a
traditional perfect authentic cadence, which

[!!I could be termed.

The 9th of the V9 looks like a suspension-type figure, carried over
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from the ii 7 , but it doesn't resolve - it just leaps down a 6th to
the tonic, C, (M.4 and M.3).

The V 9 is a true V 9 chord with a major

ninth and not a form of the diminished seventh chord which would not
be unusual as a penultimate cadence chord.

The V 9 helps obliterate

much of an eighteenth- or nineteenth-century sound idiom and establishes
more of a twentieth-century sonority, just as many of the other ninth
and eleventh chords set a 'modern' aural perspective to basically
traditional triadic intraphrase harmonic progressions.
,

M.10, and

,

Examples

M.12, support the preceding statement.

The

four-measure phrase (Mm.9-12) breathes at the end of M.10, with the
same progression as M.12, but is less weighty or conclusive.
repeated harmonic progression is:

The

V-IV-iii 7 - ii 9 -V. A half cadence

on the dominant results in M.10 and M.12, but the ii 9 adds the
dissonant element and the modal inflection of mixolydian, (the ii 9
could be interpreted as the v 9 / V to V with lowered seventh, F).
The next four measures, M.13-16, progress:
with a half cadence at

l6 -iv 7 - 16

-

iv 7

-

I6 -V 6 ,
5

which is termed semi-cadence due to its

feeling of on-goingness or inconclusiveness.

The caesura at

is a traditional perfect authentic cadence, ending:

IV-V-1.

[I0

the ii 9

which begins the cadence passage, M.19, is the only somewhat unusual
chord in the progression.

The 11Bransle 11 could end here, because the

rest of the movement is repetitious, except for a two-measure
deviation, Mm.27-28, which produces the most dissonance yet heard.
These contrastingly discordant two measures use the second figure
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(the second two measures, Mm.3-4) of the first motive, but progresses
from the V 9 (G 9 ) to a vi 7 in A major. The F, C, and G sharps pinpoint
the A tonality, but the combining of the V and IV (E and D) chords

in M.28 confuses the ear, at least momentarily, as to the tonality
here. The last chord of M.27 is an A major (!6 ) triad with a
4

dissonant, non-harmonic B, in the lowest voice. M.28 vertically

juxtaposes the V6 and IV chord which results in a V 1 1 or vii 9
structure.

Here, the treble and bass sound contrapuntal in nature with

the bass part ending on V6 in A and the treble cadencing on the IV in
A - example

[IQ]. This is a bichordal cadence in a diatonic setting,

in a fairly far-removed key from C. There is no smooth transition

or modulation from the dominant of C to A major; the motive jumps up

a major 2nd, M.27, and sounds a diatonic A major scale pattern in the
top voice. The material following

[I[I is an exact harmonic and

melodic repetition of the first 20 measures, with some change in
register and texture. M.36 cadences just like M.20 and M.57 and could
serve as the final cadence, but Poulenc repeats the first 20 measures,

with just slight change, to lengthen the movement and emphasize the
mesmerizing motives one last time. One notices that all of the
cadences end on either the I or V chords, with

[I[I an extension of the

V6 chord in A. The penultimate, or second-to-the-last cadence chord,
is the most significant in expressing a twentieth-century cadential
sound. Also sharing this significance are the intra-phrase seventh
and ninth chords (Mm.9-12). The other cadential traits to observe
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are:

l) the use of a feminine ending on a weak beat for all of the

cadences except

[ill;

and 2) the use of rests after the final chord

[ill.

in a 11 cadences except O]J and

The symmetry, metri ca 1

regularity, and basically harmonic (triadic) progressions are
apparent and are the chief elements contributing to Poulenc's
straightforward, popular style.
II.

11

Pavane 11

The second movement of the suite,

11

Pavane 11, uses numerous

non-dominant seventh chords for a coloristic effect.

Chord

progressions are shown to point out the use of seventh and ninth
chords and to illustrate the frequent ambiguity of tonality.

There

is much shifting from F major and the relative minor, D minor, so
that often an analysis in both keys seems necessary.

Beginning in

F major, the 11Pavane 11 cadences with imperfect authentic cadences
in M.4 and 8, Mm.5-8 being a repetition of Mm.1-4.

There is

nothing unorthodox about the phrase and cadence of [gfil. The two

[m

cadences can be analyzed as 'deceptive' on vi in F o r as a

perfect authentic cadences on i in D minor.

Mm.13-16 repeat Mm.9-12,

but with a slightly different harmonization which uses a predominance
of seventh and ninth chords.

Example [1[I seems to have modulated

to D natural minor with a perfect authentic conclusion:

v-i. The

aeolian mode on D, having the lowered seventh (c), is maintained
in Mm.9-16 and 25-55, except for Mm.35-38 where F major is again
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esta b lished. The minor dominant of D gives a greater modal inflection
and ob scures a truly strong feeling of D minor.

One expects F major

to return, but it appears only b riefly again in Mm.35-38.
employ dissonant progressions,
tones foreign to the tonality.

b asically

Mm.17-24

in A minor b ut with added

Mm.17-24 use successions of 7ths in

the left hand part which clash with the upper-staff's notes.
and ninth chords result from the tones used,

b ut

Seventh

the effect is very

dissonant, relatively, and the 7ths or 9ths sound like added, nonharmonic tones, rather than chord tones.

The last chord of M.19

definitely uses an added C natural; likewise, the F# in the V/III,
M.20, is added for clash and a discordant effect.

The upper and

lower staves of Mm.17-24 seem almost independent of each other
harmonically.

Contrapuntal writing is most o b vious in this section.

Cadence [ill is unusual, ending on a III 7 , and yet there is no

feeling of a modulation away from A minor.

is a half cadence

on the minor dominant of A minor, preceded b y IV 7 -vi7 (plus an added
B ) - a retrogression of harmonic movement.

Mm.25-28 are

harmonically static, sounding a v7 pedal point in D minor, and v7

chords ab ove with double neigh b oring tones (G and Bb ) in the b ass
and a neigh b oring chord, in M.27, b eat 4, to add some harmonic
am b ivalence . Since

IT:QJcadences

on the v7 , there had b een no

harmonic movement for four measures.

The shift from an A minor

tonality, Mm.17-24, to a D natural minor tonality, Mm.25-34, occurs
smoothly since and A minor chord is the dominant in D minor.

[ill

and

CIT::] are

CIT::] using

half cadences in D with

dominant for the first time.

Both

and
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the major
are approached

by an appoggiatura-type figure, the F octaves, which resolves down
a 2nd on the weak beat to the A triad.

Mm.35-38 repeat Mm.l-4

exactly, with the authentic cadence in F major.
interpreted as a half cadence in D minor.

is best

The progression to

12Gsl is a deceptive cadence, v-VI, ind.
The fact that each four-measure phrase from Mm.35-54 begins with an
is very traditional.

F major chord (M.47 begins on iii - an incomplete 17 ) , is reason
for some question as to whether F o r d
The fact that /2Fs/• /2Gs/• and both

is the basic tonality.

fI[1

cadences are more logically

i n d , supports d as the key, though the shift from the relative major
to minor is easily accomplished.

Also, the key relationship of

Mm.17-24, a minor to d minor, dominant to tonic, is typical.
is a repetition of Mm.9-16.
i n d minor.

Mm.47-54

The final cadence is perfect authentic

The added measure, M.55, adds a typical Poulence

coloristic effect - the major 7th interval in the lower staff,
(1 7 in F), against the tonic in the upper staff, resulting in a i 9
or d 9 •

Following movements will illustrate this bit of poignancy

at the final cadence also.

It serves as an element of surprise and

color and reveals a twentieth-century vocabulary and one not found in
the common-practice period of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
While the ''Pavane 11 has employed very traditional cadence procedures,
the intraphrase progressions have used more of a twentieth-century
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Masculine endings, that is, final cadence chords on strong

idiom.
b eats ,

are a chief characteristic ( ,

[IT}, and [IT}

tions), along with agogic accent on the cadence chords.

are excepThe charm

of this music arises out of the often simultaneous use of the major
and relative minor keys, the modal quality of the aeolian mode,
with a lack of harmonic minor flavor, and the mildly dissonant
sonorities resulting from the seventh and ninth chords.
III.

"Petite Marche Militaire"

Poulenc uses the key signature for F major and then adds Eb 's
which provide a tonal am b iguity . Upon hearing, this marche sounds
cen tere d ,n
. Bb maJor.

The question arises whether to analyze the

piece in F o r Bb . No other movement from the suite uses an
"incorrect" key signature.

It seems that Poulenc conceived this

marche to b e centered in F with a prominent mixolydian sound.
piece

b

This

rought to light the fact that out twentieth-century Western

ears find it difficult to perceive modes other than major and minor.
The lowered 7ths, the Eb 's , result in the minor dominant (v) and
major seven (VII) chord, which supply am b iguity as to the tonality.
This piece can b e interpreted in b oth the keys of F and Bb . The
key of B b was first considered due to the aural effect, and the
key of F, (mixolydian), was considered secondly due to the key
signature and logical harmonic progressions in F.
does not clear-up the am b iguity of key center.

The final cadence

The final cadence
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sonority ends far afield on a G major chord - a VI chord in Bb
and II chord in F. An F tonal center is strongly supported though
by

the cadences progressing V -I in F (e.g., QKI,

Q0,

There is not one V-I cadence using s b as the tonic.
and

QQ] cadences

The

and QQJ).

Q!I, [}[:]

in Bb would b e interpreted as half cadences.

The aural impression at first is that Bb is the key center.

This

modal inflection which Poulenc infuses into the music supplies
the intriguing charm of this piece.

Since a mixolydian rendering

on F i s logical, an analysis in F will

be

discussed.

Harmonic

analysis in Bb is provided and listed ab ove the chords in order to
provide for a comparison of the two harmonic interpretations.
The first 30 measures

b reak

down into 6-measure phrases, each ending

on the tonic, resulting in a traditional authentic cadence.

Since

this music is reminiscent of a classical idiom, non-harmonic tones
are often b est descri b ed in terms used for such tones in music of
the common practice period - the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
The non-harmonic tones often do not follow the rules of b eat
placement or resolution,
way.

b ut

they seem to function in the specified

The v chord b efore the authentic cadence at QKI has an accented

passing tone in the soprano - very orthodox in usage, yet supplying
that tinge of dissonance so apropos of Poulenc's musical language.
Later dissonances discussed will exemplify even b etter Poulenc's
predilection for mild dissonance within a very consonant musical
fa b ric . Mm.7-12 repeat the first six measures.

Beginning at M.13
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is a tonic pedal point in the tenor line.

Mm.13-24 present an

ambivalence or elusiveness of harmonic interpretation.

Each staff,

treble and bass, can be analyzed as separate harmonic progressions
vertically juxtaposed, sometimes coinciding harmonically and
sometimes not, although a better analysis would be to call each
3-voice chord what it is and consider the tonic pedal point a
dissonant factor.

Only four chords present a problem for analysis:

the last eighth-note chord of M.16 and the three chords of M.17.
On these two-and-a-half beats it sounds like two individual chord
progressions superimposed - one in the bass clef and the other in
the treble.

Poulenc's use of the tonic pedal (F) in the tenor

produces a relatively very dissonant clash.
pedal point the upper clef progresses:
and the lower clef progresses:
(the area between the brackets).

Not considering the

I-IV or (VII 7 )-I-VII- I

IV-VII-

IV-VII- I

Those four chords can also be

interpreted as ninth chords considering the F pedal as a chord
tone although it is unlikely that one would think of them as
ninth chords since no other ninth
chords have been used previously.

IV 9 -VII9 -

IV 9 -VII9 - JI

This area sounds like the

juxtaposition of two chords, both belonging to the same tonality,
but producing dissonance when put one on top of the other.

This use

of bichords of the same or closely related tonalities is a favorite
technique of Poulenc's, and here is employed at the cadence.
Cadence

Qfil

is an authentic cadence of agogic accent, being
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approached

by

a dissonant progression.

At M.19 the repetition of

Mm.13-18 as harmonically simplified on the three penultimate
sonorities preceding

.

cadences

a 1 so is a s igna 1 of their cadenti a 1

I 3A I

and

[l[!

The great degree of consonance at

significance, although the harmonic progression and rhythm are the
main criteria.

Cadences at QI],

,

QQ]; Q[:J

not pure triadic structures of great consonance.

QI!

and

are

Mm.36-43 use a

dou b le pedal on I and Vin F major, alternating them and thus
producing an ostinato effect.

The simultaneous sounding of the

tonic with the dominant again is found in Mm.36-39.
semi-cadence of weaker inflection than
in F.
the

dominant quality of the chord.

pedal in F, which can also
since F and Care

b oth

be

b ut

does not destroy

Mm.40-43 continue the I-V

interpreted as all tonic pedal in F

p3rt of the tonic harmony in F.

provide a variation of Mm.36-39.
b

and is a half cadence

The 'D' is a dissonant element at J3Csl•

b as ic

j3Csj is a

Mm.40-43

The melody is b asically the same,

ut is harmonized with mixolydian flavor (E b 's ). At M.40 the

progression is (the top 3 voices forming the chord with pedal point
b elow ) :

F:

iiT iii 7 - IVT v . The first chord of M.42 is

unnameable with the tones present.
A and B b , add more dissonance.

The following eighth notes,

The chord on the second beat of M.42

sounds like a v 7 in the lowest three parts with an accented passing
tone on A in the soprano.

If only the top three voices are

considered (keeping the lowest Ca pedal point), it sounds like a VII
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chord (E b -G-B b with A as accented passing tone).

ill.:J is

very dissonant and am b iguous . It could

of I + ii in F,

b

The chord at
be

a com b ining

ut it b asically sounds like a I with unresolved

dissonance a b ove . Even though this chord is dissonant and only
of quarter-note value, it sounds like the end of the melody.

The

change in range, dynamics, and texture following QI:} helps signal
a cadence here even though QI:} is at unrest harmonically.
Possi b ly the harmonic confusion felt in Mm.36-43 is due to a more
contrapuntal conception of this material.

It is not purely

homophonic with simple heterogeneous rhythms as is the material
previously heard.

Mm.43-58 display a simple 'folk-like' melody with

triple pedal point accompaniment which again functions as a quasiostinato (Mm.43-53 can

b

e easily analyzed in B b and can

b

e thought

of as having modulated, although analysis will consider it still
mixolydian on F).
b

The lowest part of the b ass clef chord alternates

etween a I and IV pedal with the seven chord (VII) harmony sounding

with each.

Poulenc com b ines tonic and quasi-dominant elements to

strengthen the F mixolydian tonality while the melody goes its own
way in F.

QQ] is again a cadence on I and has an agogic accent.

Mm.51-58 repeat the melody of Mm.43-50,

b

ut em b ellishes the melody

with added notes (passing tones, lower neigh b ors) and a second voice
part making this phrase the thickest texturally.

is a dissonant

final cadence sonority because of its trichordal construction.
Poulenc merges three prominent triads of the mixolydian mode:

Here
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1) the tonic, the b ass pedal point; 2) the modal VII chord, B b

and Eb , in the b ass ; and 3) the su b dom inant in the tre b le . This
'trichord' is dissonant and of short duration and yet sounds like
the cadence end due to 1) its placement on b eat l; 2) the feeling
of melodic conclusion; and 3) the following rests and reiteration
of the movement's opening material.
element of surprise.

The final cadence adds Poulenc's

After the l3AI cadence, M.69, which is on the

I chord, one expects to hear the tonic, F, repeated or a VI-I
progression.
b ass

Instead Poulenc sounds a G major harmony in the

- again his combining of one chord with its dominant.

The

movement ends on a supertonic harmony - on a major II chord against
the V/II.

The final sound is an incomplete, open II harmony of

eighth-note duration followed b y rests.

The final cadence can

definitely be termed a deceptive cadence, although not traditionally
deceptive, and one of surprise and Poulenc charm.
IV.

"Complainte"

The fourth movement of the suite is short and simple cadentially,
although relatively chromatic compared to the other movements.

All

of the I4A I cadences a re half cadences, implied b y the melodic line.
"Complainte" is solidly rooted in G minor with harmonic minor (Mm.1315 and 23-25), melodic minor (M.16, Mm.22-23), and lydian inflections
(Mm.13-14, 21-22, and 24-25 - the C # 's ). All of the cadences end

on the dominant or some altered form of the V.

@fil and [!Q] are
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the most dissonant of the half cadences with the diminished 5th,
A b , in the D chord.

@Q]is

The harmonic progression approaching @fil and
Mm.15-16, i-vi 7 VT vii0 I i-vii7/IV-IV-V(5).

not unusual:

Mm.25-26 is similar in its progression.

Example

ffi],

employ a tonic pedal with a rather chromatic approach.

Mm.20-23,
M.21

progresses i-augmented 6th, (A b -C-F# =achromatic passing chord),
-V 7 /V- V.

M.23 uses an A chord, (A b -C-Eb -F# ), as a dissonant

chromatic chord

b efore

the dominant at

ffiJ. [![I

uses an altered

V chord, (D-F # - A b -0), dissonant and unsettled in itself,

b

ut to

this is added a minor 9th (D and Eb ), which com b ines the V, D,
with the 6th degree, Eb

Poulenc, as has

b een

seen, often likes to

end these short pieces on a discordant note - on a sonority of
unrest.
V.

11

Bransle de Champagne 11

11

Bransle de Champagne 11 refers to that sixteenth-century, foll ow-

the-1 eader type group dance; Champagne refers to the region of
Champagne in France.

This piece, like the

11

Bransle 11, uses the

natural minor scale or aeolian mode and b asically one motive
repetitively (only one b asic motive; not three as in
signature does not indic te the actual tonality.
is flatted in the main motive.

#

I).

The key

The 6th degree, E,

The ascending melodic pattern using

E natural is used in Mm.15-17 and 21-23 for variety.

In the first 14

measures, the phrases divide into, usually, two-measure units.

The
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first two measures sound the main motive or melodic and harmonic
idea of the piece.

Some phrases (mm.3-5

+

extension, M.6 and Mm.

7-8) repeat the rhythmic and melodic motive on the same or on a
different scale degree, which, in Mm.3-6, lengthens the phrase, or
as in Mm.7-8, supplies variety of melodic and harmonic movement.
The repetitiousness of the material is made apparent by the numerous
identical cadence points.

The twelve 15Asl cadences are practically

identical, with only one or two notes changed, occasionally; they

all are half cadences on a minor v or v 7 chord and most, if not all,
have a rather weak, inconclusive effect, and so are called semi-

cadences.

The fact that the v 7 is used for the end cadential chord

causes expectation of something yet to come to conclude the musical
thought.

The two-measure units can be grouped into larger phrase

structures which are bracketed.
felt at these longer phrase ends.

A more conclusive musical idea is
All of the final cadence chords

are very consonant as are most of the chord progressions up to the
cadences.

Examples .

M.17, l5A 1 !, M.37, and

have some degree of dissonance.

!]Q],

Mm.41-42,

ends on i 6 with an added A,
4

which sounds as if it needs resolving, but never does.

This added

A, is carried over to M.18 and combined with the tonic triad and it
is also used in M.34, 36, and 38 as the 7th of the III chord, while
the adjacent g minor tonic makes itself strongly felt.
of III 7 and i is apparent in Mm.34-38.

The blending

l5C'sl progression:

i7-III-IV7-ia uses an accented double lower neighbor on beat 2,
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creating dissonance.

M.7 has a very dissonant third b eat. The

harmony is a V 7 /III-III. The V7 /III displays four non-harmonic
ton s within the third b eat : l) a tenor suspension; 2) also two
non-harmonic tones, one a suspension resolving finally on beat
four; and 3) the D passing tone in the soprano.

It is these

moments of discordance that add interest and charm to this mildmannered music.

Mm.15-19 introduce a broken chord ostinato b ass

which surfaces again at Mm.34-41.

This ostinato figure outlines a

G minor and Bb major harmony, so when the i and III are com b ined

at the end of the piece in b lock chords, it isn't too surprising
aurally.

Mm.18-24 contain little cadential interest and intra-

phrase happenings are of little importance except for supplying
contrast and variety of melody.

Mm.20-24 are basically of static

dominant harmony with semi-cadences on V. The cadence at
M.37 is on v with III sounding below.

,

is approached by an

augmented b ass ostinato pattern of half notes rather than quarter
and eighth notes, and ends on D octaves - a dominant implication.
The texture is thin because of the unison sounding of the D octaves,
but color and dissonance are incorporated in M.42 with the major
9th interval in the b ass added to the sustained D's.

The natural

minor 6th degree is abandoned and the melodic raised 6th is heard
instead.

Example 15D'sl cadential elements are:

l) agogic accent;

2) thinning texture; 3) an expanded range; 4) added color with the
use of a non-harmonic tone; and 5) a degree of unrest due to cadencing
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on the dominant harmony and adding the dissonant major 9th.

Of

the five different cadences indicated on the score, three are on
the v harmony and one is a ie which has a similar dominant quality.
Poulenc has a definite predilection for cadencing on the dominant
harmony and usually prefers the minor dominant when the work is
in the minor mode.
VI.

11

S icil ienne 11

This movement is named after the seventeenth and eighteenthcentury dance in moderate 6/8 or 12/8 meter with a soft lyrical
melody with dotted rhythms, somewhat similar to the pastorale.

This

very traditional-sounding piece has little cadential uniqueness
to discuss.

The harmonic progressions are common, with simple

progressions ending on tonic or dominant triads.

Poulenc seems to

have captured the mood of the seventeenth-century French court in
this sicilienne.

Only one phrase sounds really 'contemporary' and

that is the last phrase, Mm.33-37.

Cadences l6AI are half cadences,

receiving agogic accent followed by an eighth rest.

is an

imperfect authentic cadence of relatively long duration followed by
a rest.

l6AI and

fall on the downbeat, on beat l of the measure

and so would be termed masculine cadences in traditional terms.
[ill,

,

]]I], and [ill fa 11 on the second beat of the measure and

so are feminine cadences.
the tonic, C.

and [fil1 are authentic cadences on

is a half cadence in the key of B minor.

Mm.13-16
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modulate to B minor smoothly, with suspensions (repeated notes rather
than tied notes), causing mild dissonance.

Mm.17-20 are chromatic

and form a short sequential progression back to C major, ending the
phrase at

ffirI

variety.

The one unique, unorthodox phrase in this traditional piece

on the dominant, preceeded by the minor tonic for

precedes the final cadence, Mm.33-37.

Beginning this phrase, as most

of the others, with an upbeat, the composer uses disjunct 7th intervals, melodically, descending in 2nds forming a progression of:
IV7-iii7-ii7-I7-IV7-iii7-ii7-V-I, in the treble.

The bass also uses

a seventh chord, (C-F-B) but the C functions as a tonic pedal point
with the V7 harmony above implied by the F and 8.
seventh pattern ends at

[ill -

This sequential

a perfect authentic cadence in open

position and minus the 3rd of the triad.

At

I]IJ,

Mm.36-37, the

range is greatly expanded to four octaves as the treble C octave is
played against the sustained octave and a 5th in the bass.

[ill

is

the longest-held cadence sonority (it has the most agogic emphasis),
and ends very conclusively with the V7-I-V7-V-I chord progression.
VI I.
Like the

11

Sic ilienne 11

,

"Cari 11 on"
11

Carillon 11 uses very orthodox chord

progressions and cadences in terms of the common-practice period.
11

Carillon 11 is an unusual name for a movement of a dance suite.

Poulenc possibly wanted to bring to mind the sound of the carillon
which was so popular in France between the fifteenth and eighteenth
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centuries.

As in the other movements, much repetition prevails.

Of the eight different cadences, five end on the dominant and
three are tonic-based.

The harmonies are simple, traditionally

logical progressions in the key of C major, with no modulations or
harmonic ambiguities whatsoever.
cadence would be superfluous.

To discuss each phrase and each

A quick study of the analysis will

reveal the traditional nature of the music.

The three phrases of

interest for discussion of twentieth-century techniques are Mm.5865, 122-125, and 130-142.

Beginning at M.58 there is a sequence

of seventh chords in second inversion.

The treble chords sound like

suspensions on beat l, being resolved on beat 2, but as the octaves
resolve downward another seventh chord is formed by the bass notes
on beat 2, so a chain of seventh chords descending in 2nds results.
The analysis shows descent by a 3rd, (A 7-G 7-F7-E7-E7 ). The
resolution down a 2nd of the octave suspensions draws attention to
itself and the sequence's intervallic motion is perceived to be in
2nds, rather than in 3rds.

Admittedly, these are not traditional

suspensions, but they sound and function like suspensions even though
an eighth rest is interpolated between the sustained octaves.
Mm.58-65 are not melodic in nature as are the other phrases in the
piece.

They are strictly chordal except for the parallel 3rds under

the V pedal point, Mm.62-63, which are more melodic.

These measures

of seventh chords lead into a typical cadence pattern of:

IV 7 -V-I.

The dominant pedal point in the soprano, Mm.62-64, adds some dissonance
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with the other chord tones, but it also strengthens the tonality
of C major.

rm is the only cadence to use staccato chords

separated by rests. The other final caden e chords are approached

very smoothly and terminate a lyrical line.

[Zg is a nice contrast.

[ZIJ actually is better suited for the role of final cadence than

the one marked
cadences).

,

(marked

due to its· similarity to [Zfil

rm would traditionally be an

excellent final cadence

because harmonically and rhythmically it ends conclusively on a
complete tonic triad on the downbeat. One could interpret

rm,

M.121 as the final cadence with Mm.122-142 an extension or coda.

is agogically important, receiving almost two full measures of

duration. Also, an introduction of sorts is heart at M.122 where a

vertical 7th combined with a melodic 7th, percussively, in 1carillonfashion 1 announces the return of the main motive (Mm.l-5).

CTm

is a half cadence, sounding for the second time, M.136 (first heard
at M.130), slightly longer than six measures. Again, as in the
11

Sicilienne 11, there is no 3rd of the chord present. Dominant octaves

are played as an after-thought, widening the range and supporting

the dominant sonority. Both the 11 Sicilienne 11 and 11 Carillon11 end with
a very transparent texture.

Suite Francaise Pour Piano - Francis Poulenc. Copyright 1935 Durand
et Cie. Used by Permission of The Publisher, Theodore Presser Company.
Used by Permission.
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Summary of Techniques in Suite Francaise
It is apparent that Poulenc favors final cadences on the
dominant harmony.

Four of the seven movements end on V; the other

three are tonic caesuras.

Movement III uses the B a t its final

cadence, but after this chord, sounds a major VI chord, to end with
a surprise.

This element of surprise, usually producing a

coloristic effect, is another favorite device of Poulenc.

In four

of the movements, he adds non-harmonic, 'color-tones' to the final
cadence.

His use of seventh chords, mostly non-dominant in function,

and ninth chords and his superimposing of two diatonic chords
reveals his twentieth-century influences and produces a kind of
Poulenc-musical-language; not a sixteenth-, seventeenth-, or
eighteenth-century musical language.

Poulenc's musical vocabulary

is simple, straightforward, and often traditional as are his regular
meters and rhythms.

Phrase structures are mostly symmetrical, though

examples of asymmetrical phrases exist (III-Mm.31-71
phrase lengths, and IV).

=

varying

His use of l) diatonic, folk-like melodies;

2) his succinctness of material = repetitiousness of motivic material;
3) modal usage; 4) use of ostinato and pedal point; and 5) his use
of bichordal structures are exemplified in these seven short pieces
and affect the cadential junctures.
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Sextour
(1932-1939)
I

Poulenc's Sextour is written for piano, flute, oboe, clarinet,
bassoon, and french horn.

The first movement of the sextet is

imbued with chromaticism and impetuous, on-going rhythms which
give the music a restless and energetic quality.

Cadences are

generally very abrupt; often a breath or caesura is not felt at
half phrases or phrase ends because the shifting of instrumental
color is so smooth.

Often, elision is felt because the changing

woodwind or piano solos stand tightly back-to-back.

It is the

rhythmic on-goingness of the music which obscures cadences.

Often

cadences are heard because of the harmonic progression, but these
are traditional in nature, (e.g., a half cadence, vi-V; IV-V or
an authentic cadence V-I), and not worth discussing.

The cadences

discussed are those which produce a definite break in the rhythmic
and/or harmonic flow or those which are unorthodox as compared to
those of the common practice period.
displays two caesuras.

The introduction, Mm.l-5,

IBAI is on a V 7 chord with added tonic, A,

but it sounds dissonant and not at all like a half cadence.

The

use of A melodic minor, A major, and A natural minor in the sweep
of scales in M.l, and the landing on G# , step seven, in M.2, coupled
with the brief, percussive sounding of the IBAI cadence structure

173
ob scures the dominant tonality.

The pause after IBAI convinces

one that a caesura resulted, dissonant and a b rupt as it seemed.

(§0

is even more dissonant,

b eing

approached also by an ascending

line - here, rather chromatic - and ending on the pitches, from
b ottom

to top, spanning two octaves and a 5th:

B-A-E b -F - E-F.

It is a com b ining of the V (E-G # -B), and iv (0-F-A), plus an Eb ,
if one stretches the imagination,

b ut

dissonant b reaking-off of the phrase.

it functions as an abrupt,
The cadence at j8Bsl is

extremely dissonant and uninterpreta b le harmonically.

Mm.47-52

are sequential and chromatic with no tonality b eing established.

The percussive quality of the 0# 7 plus G and E sonority at j8Bsl

and the eighth rest following give it the needed momentary pause
for a semi-cadence b efore the new idea at M. 53.

The []II caesura,

unlike @fil, is strongly felt and sounds on minor tonic A octaves.
The rising nd falling A harmonic minor scale played alternately by
the woodwinds, Mm.57-59, sets the tonality as the piano sounds a

fonic followed b y a raised su b dom inant - D# major triad - (i- # IV),
repeated twice.

The augmented 4th (tritone) relationship of the A

minor chord t o o # major chord provides a dissonant twentieth-century
harmonic progression which adds ambiguity to the cadential passage;
the harmonic progression is made discerni b le and transparent at []II.
The descent of line, the thinned texture, and transparent A octaves
followed b y four measures of rest in the woodwinds contri b ute to
the cadential strength o f -

It is a quasi-perfect authentic

cadence, ending this section of the movement in the home key (the
Example ffi[J is another dissonant, percussive

opening key}, of A.
cadence approached
M.104.

by

a static, repetitive pattern

b eginning

at

C minor is the tonality with a locrian flavor (C-C # , D b , -

Eb - (F)-G b -A b -B b -C + A ), in the piano part. The repeated
d n b d
C-A-D 1 -C, Mm.104-107, in the clarinet and b assoon , strengthens the
C tonality while the horn, M.108 and piano, M.110, obscure it j
adding am b iguity which is most apparent at

ffi[J.

Texture thins

and lines are fragmented and contain many rests up to the dissonant
I]QJ cadence which superimposes a B 7 or vii 7 and G or V chord with

a sustained F# , supplying sharp dissonance while initiating a bassoon
solo of the following slow section, which is in a romantic idiom.
The cadence at [§I}, M.181, is tonally ne b ulous , b eing approached by
a chromatic tremolo line in the flute and clarinet parts, Mm.175-178,
with an ostinato pattern in the piano, sliding chormatically from a
D7 to an F7 harmony, Mm.175-178, producing a suspended effect of the
tonality.

At M.179, the texture has thinned and a very b are ,

fragmented sonority is heard.
b eginning

The piano plays a hypnotic pattern

with parallel 5ths, contracting to a minor 2nd and expanding

again to a perfect 4th, and then perfect 5th on F# and c# which is
the final cadence sonority.
ne b ulous and also confused
fragmented

b assoon

line.

The suspended tonality at Mm.181-183 is
by

the dissonant D-F-B b in the

II

honky 11,

Interest is added b y the color of the o b oe

sounding on c# a b ove the piano's perfect 5th and

b assoon 's

non-harmonic
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Bb triadic figure. The agogically stressed [fill sonority
terminates with three-and-a-half b eats of rest which aid the

feeling of caesura here. All of the cadences so far have contained
a great degree of dissonance or a degree of am b iguity as to
tonality, except [@which ended on 'A' octaves.

[]TI also was

chosen for analysis b ecause of its twentieth-century harmonic

flavor and dissonant elements; it also carries rhythmic weight -

that is, agogic emphasis followed b y a pause.

Even though

Mm.217-219 outline an A minor chord in the b ass part of the

piano line, thus forming a tonic pedal, a strong A minor tonality
is lost as the Bb major triads sound on beat l of measures 218

and 219 and as the G#

arpegio sweeps upward in M.220 over and

under a tonic pedal in all parts except the horn, which also sounds

G# . One might not think that a tonic pedal superimposed with

a form of the dominant harmony would sound terri b ly discordant, in
reference to twentieth-century repertoire, b ut here, it rea 11y

produces a sharp dissonance, with the woodwinds high in their
registers at a triple forte and a range of six octaves b eing

spanned b etween the piano's A octaves and the flute's high A. The
A's against the G# 's produce a very discordant clash in relation
to the work's b asically tonal and consonant musical fa b ric . The

final cadence of the first movement is harmonically lucid. Beginning at M.242, A minor tonic pedal point is used as an ostinato

with chromatic descending minor arpeggios ab ove, changing to
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chromatic diminished arpeggios in Mm.244-245-in the piano part.
The horn and bassoon, Mm.242-245, play a martial repeated-note
rhythm, characteristic of this last section of the movement.

At

M.246 a fragmented chromatic line (F # -G-G # -A ), begins and then
ends on a tonic pedal in the upper four woodwinds, beat 3, M.247,
as the piano supplied dissonance with a minor iv chord combined
with a G # , that seemingly ever-present leading tone.

Mm.248-249

sound a quasi-V harmony as the piano ascends with a scale pattern
beginning on the leading tone, G # (on the beat), followed by
thirty-second notes of the A minor lower tetrachord (A-0).

A I

chord plus a 110 11 appoggiatura-like non-harmonic tone, sounds at
l8GI with the D's being resolved on beat 2, to c # , and a final

striking of A octaves on beat 4 by all six instruments finalizes
the cadence.

A rather traditional V-I progression ends the

movement even though more untraditional harmonic structures are
used previously in Mm.242-247.
II
The Divertissement is very traditional and Romantic .-sounding
in nature with nothing cadentially significant concerning twentiethcentury techniques.
discussed.

The final cadence will be the only one

The final cadence sonority is at []BJ with an extension

following which contains two caesuras within the extension.

The

authentic cadence at [fil!1 is approached by the dominant harmony,
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first the minor dominant plus non-harmonic tone, C, to an augmented

V 9 , (E b -(G )-(B )-C b -D-F), and to a regular V 9 . The cadence on the
A b chord is extended with an arpeggiated, rhythmic ostinato figure
in the piano and ornamental turn figure in the upper woodwinds.
The tonality sounds static from Mm.8-11 at the asterisk(*) even
though the harmonies change.

Poulenc b lends the tonic, A b , with

the vi and alterations of the IV chord in the piano line. The 09's
in the A b -D-A b chords (M.9 and 10, b eats 1 and 2), add color of the
raised 4th degree,

b ut

that is changed to a IV -I from M.10 into

a vii 0t/V harmony which
has a very dissonant aural effect following the I chord of M.11.

M.11.

Another caesura is heard a t o n

The progression is not unusual, except that a pause is made after
the vii 04/V b efore proceeding to the V, M.12, which is chromatically
3

expressed.

The V harmony of M.12 ends on a suggested N6 /V on b eat

one of M.13 followed b y another chromatic and disjunct fragment
ending on V (b eat 5, M.13) to an A b minor chord at
modal inflection ending the cadential extension at
and su b tle surprise.

-

The
is a lovely

Except for the alterations of the su b dominant

harmony (Mm.9-10), and the semi-cadence on the vii 0 /V at
this is actually quite a traditional cadence and extension.

,

III
The third movement, Finale, like the second, uses traditionalsounding phrase endings.

A true caesura, or b reath , usually is
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not heard

b

ecause of the on-going nature of the phrases.

The

overlapping or immediate horizontal (melodic) juxtaposition of
solo lines

b

etween the woodwinds and piano, that is, the altera-

tion of instrumental color in the melody, gives the music an
energetic, non-resting quality.

Phrase ends are perceived

harmonically with an immediate upsweep into the new phrase.

Often

it is the piano line which drives onward at, and following, the
cadence, as in examples @II andrn:I:J. The five cadences discussed
in movement III, were chosen
quality or feeling.

fill

b

ecause of their definite cadential

and

illustrate the cadentiial

devices of the majority of cadences in movement III, with the
woodwinds' solo ending on a sustained harmony - resulting in agogic
emphasis - followed b y rests as the piano continues its rhythmic
drive, thus, somewhat masking the caesura.

It is the harmonic

progressions and metric placement of the final cadence chord which
give the cadential impression.
chord, preceeded

by

@]

is a half cadence on a V 9

its dominant-ninth, (B b -o b -F-A b -c - not shown),

and progressing to the tonic, A b , following the cadence.
in the French horn is the only non-harmonic tone, which
unresolved at the cadence,
following measure, M.34.

b

The C
b eing

lends into the tonic chord of the

Poulenc's predilection for vertically

juxtaposing the tonic and dominant of a key is apparent in Mm.34-35
as the V (E b ), pedal is held and the tonic tone, C, is sounded
a b ove on

b

eat 2, M.34, of the piano part.

In M.35 the

b

ass changes
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to I as the piano tre b le line sounds on the V o n

b eat

l, resulting

in an accented passing chord on b eat l (tre b le line) and resolving
on b eat 2. This delayed resolution produces an aural effect of

an appoggjatura on beat 7, a7so feJt on beat 1 of M.41, [TI!].
The same harmonic progression is used at cadence

[]I:]

as at @II:

V9/V-V 7 9-1, with the V acting as an appoggiat ra ab ove the tonic

pedal on b eat l, M.41, and resolving on the weak b eat.

(m

and

are typical of the rendering of most cadences in this movement.
Example

illustrates an unresolved dissonance at a caesura.

This, too, is an ab rupt b reak, b ut is definitely felt as a cadence.
The percussive, ab rupt, eighth-note sforzando (sff) chord at @II,
M.91, terminated the C major-minor melody of the piano and is
followed b y four and a half measures of rest.

The rhythmic drive

which somewhat masks the caesura is pursued b y the disjunct,
chromatic flute figure, M.91. This fleeting cadence sonority,
E-G #- (B )-D-F #-B b -E could b e called an E ninth or a C augmented
eleventh chord with flatted 5th, Bb . Many of the diatonic and
chromatic tones of the previous three measures, Mm.88-90, are here
com b ined at

@;!].

The G# and F# are heard in the woodwinds; the

Bb in the piano and the D and E in b oth parts. The @rI cadence
sonority is a coloristic merging of tones previously heard.
Possibly the E major ninth or C augmented eleventh interpretation
is not too far out of line because of the use of 9th and 11th
structures in M.84 and 87, although the

structure does not
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sound like a discerni b le 9th or 11th - it sounds like a percussive
sound b lock, in no particular key.
percussive effect of cadence

rn:;[I,

Besides the coloristic,
another interesting element in

the cadence passage, (Mm.88-91), is the shift in meter from 6/4
to 5/4 to 2/2.

The down b eat feeling at

this meter change.

is thrown off b y

The syncopated and disjunct rhythmic patterns

(use of many rests, Mm.88-91), also heighten the anticipation of
the phrase end.

[§!:[ is a strong caesura of b reak in the rhythmic

fl ow of the music.

It, like

ffiTI ,

is more unorthodox because of

it ending on an unresolved dissonance.

The b eginning of the

cadence passage is a M.190 with an ostinato-like b ass sounding a

dominant pedal point on G with vi-IV-ii 7 -ii7 chords a b ove . The

final cadence sonority is a V 9 plus a dissonant Eb in the ob oe .
b

The mixing of C major and C minor is evident with the use of E
and E'o/,A b , A'i, and Bb and

s'f.

This cadence is strengthened b y

1) the crescendo of the flute scale passage and the triple forte
sounding of the chord at @!]; 2) the full 9-part texture; 3) the
range of three octaves and a 3rd; 4) the sustained sounding agogic
emphasis; and 5) the following long pause.

The V9 plus the added

tone, Eb , is what one could call a twentieth-century-type of half
cadence, and here, very dissonant in relation to most of the
musical fa b ric . Following this cadence, one is even more
surprised to hear the far-distant key center sounding at the
b eginning

of the final section of the work - F# minor.

The key of
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C is finally established in M.216 which initiates the final
cadence passage.

Mm.216-223 are harmonically and rhythmically

static, employing separate ostinato patterns in the woodwinds
and piano.

The piano's harmonic progression is repeated every

measure and separate harmonies could be interpreted on each beat,
but the overall harmonic effect of both the piano and woodwind
parts is of a IV 9 pedal (the combining of IV and I).

The eight

measures, Mm.216-223, of static harmony and basically static
rhythm build from a piano to a triple forte dynamic level and
add the element of dissonance in M.223 as the clarinet sounds B
and C (the B dissonant with the other 3 parts) and the horn sounds
C-D (the D dissonant with the IV7 harmony).
chord is sounded at

.

This cadence, a quasi-pl aga l cadence

(IV-I) rather IVg-1 7 , employs:

and

d notes);

l) augmented rhythms (fromPto.J

2) meter change to give the rhythmic flow an

asymmetrical quality; 3) accent by a.
ture, c.

A consonant 17

dynamics - (ffff), b.

range - five octaves and a major 7th, and d.

value-agogic stress.
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Summary of Sextour
The Sextour, though

b asically

traditional harmonically and

rhythmically, incorporates twentieth-century elements such as
ninth, eleventh, and sometimes thirteenth chord structures, which
b

reak down into the vertical juxtaposing of two diatonic chords

of the same key, meter change to o b scure the feeling of downb eats ,

and unresolved dissonance at cadence.

The Sextour is full

of modulations effected b y the often chromatic voca b ulary . The
Sextet

b egins

in A major; the first movement ends in A; the

second movement
final movement

b egins
b egins

in ob and ends in A b (the minor mode); the

on G chords (V or C), quickly shifting tonal

centers and finally comes to rest on a C 7 chord at the end.

The

key scheme is untraditional; most of the cadences studied are

untraditional and harmonically am b iguous , b ut the overall
cadential sonorous effect of this work is traditional with forms
of the dominant progressing to forms of the tonic.

Poulenc 1s

frequently used cadential techniques in this work are:

l) pedal

points and ostinato patterns in approaching cadences which results
in a static harmonic flow; 2) thinned texture; 3) added rests,
yielding fragmented passages; 4) a b rupt , percussive cadence
structures; and 5) much chromaticism.

Chart of Cadential Devices in the Works of Poulenc
(Total Cadences = 62)
Rhythmic
Caesura (Pause)
Suite Francaise*

Elision

Dissonant abrupt
Percussive Ending

Suite Francaise*

Suite Francaise*
lD

lA

lC 1
lD

2D

Sex tour**
8H

3E

7C - consonant C major

Harmonic Influence
Suite Francaise*
lA (V 9-1)

lB (ii 7 -V)
lC (I-V 5 )

7D 1 - consonant G major
(9%)
Sex tour**

2A (V-1)

3D 1

8A 1

3A (V-1)

6C

8D

2E 1
2F

(6%)
2%;/r**

8A

1C 1 (V-1)

2B (V/vi-vi)
3B (bVII-1)

6A

8B

6E

8G (consonant

7C

5A (i-V7 )

8J

5B (V7 -i)

7D 1
7D 2 (28%)

(38%)

16%***

3B 1 (V7 -I)

6A (ii7 -V)
(v7/V-V) or
I.D
+>-

Chart of Cadential Devices in the Works of Poulenc (Cont.)
Striking
Coloristic
Effect

Rhythmic
Caesura (Pause)

Melodic Influence
Linear Motion

Agogic
Accent

Harmonic Influence

Sex tour**

Suite Francaise*

SA

2C (V/ I II-II I7)

3D

1B

6B (V-I)

8A 1

2B final on i9 = d9

4A

lC

6C (V-I)

SC

3D 1 tri-chord =
I + 6v11 + IV
superimposed

7D

2A

6E (V5-i-V)

(7%)

2B

6F (V-I)

Sex tour**

2c 1

7A (ii7-V)

8G

2D

7B (ii-V)

81 1

2E

7C (V-I)

(13%)

2F

7D

2G

7D1 (V-1 6 -V )

3A

7D 2 (V-I)

3B

(48%)

SE
SF
SH 1
81

3E (II + VI)
superimposed
4B (V5( 05th )
0

81 1

4D (V7( 5th ) +
m9

SK

5c d 6 + (a)

(56%)
35%***

4

5D = (V)
D octaves + (E)
(17%)
Sextour**
8D
SJ (C 11)
(13%)
16%***

Suite Francaise*

8%***

Suite Francaise* Suite Francaise*

(V 6 -I6 )
4

4

3B 1

Sextour**

3D

8G (V-I 6 -I)

4A

SH

4

(V5/V-V-i)

__,

I.O
u,

Chart of Cadential Devices in the Works of Poulenc (Cont.)
Ultimate Cadence Sonority
- Triadic Structure
Suite Francaise*
lA-C
lB-G
lC-G5

1c 1 -c

2A-F
2B-d

2C -e
2D-a 7
2El-A
2F-a
2G-B b

Modal Usage

Agogic
Accent

Suite Francaise*

4B

8P (V 9 - I )

4C

8L

lA-lC 1 (lydian color
surrounding cadences)
20 - aeolian on D
3A-30-mixolydian
(17%)
-

aeolian

8C - lydi an
80 - locrian on c (piano)
(19%)
19%***

(IV9-I 7 )

40

(25%)

5A

42%***

5B
5C

Sextour**
8A and 8A 1

Harmonic Influence

50
6B

60
6E
6F

7A

3A-F

7B

3B-F

(59%)
\ . 0
0 )

Chart of Cadential Devices in the Works of Poulenc (Cont.)
Agogic
Accent

Ultimate Cadence Sonority
- Triadic Structure
3B 1 -F

7D-C 6

Sex tour**

4C-D

7D1-G

8E

5A-d

8F

5B-g

7D -C
(63%)
Sex tour**

8H 2

6A-G

8G

81

6B-C

8H 2 -a

8K

6c-C

81-A

8L

6D-F #

81-C

(38%)

2

6E-G

(25%)

6F-C

53%***

53%***

7A-G
7B-G
7C-C

*Suite Francaise - 46 cadences
**Sextour - 16 cadences
***Combined% total cadences = 62
I.D
'-I

BELA BARTOK (1881-1945)
The music of Bela Bartok has been inspired and influenced
by the Eastern European folksong idiom.

Wanting to escape the

bonds of the exhausted major-minor key system and wanting to
revitalize music, Bartok set out to explore and record the
peasant tunes of his native land, Hungary, along with those of
Romania, Slovakia, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Turkey and Arabia.

He

internalized the spirit of folksong to such an extent that his
music is naturally imbued with folkloristic elements.

His

music does not quote specific peasant tunes - it captures the
free, spontaneous spirit of folksongs.

His frequent use of

l) church modes; 2) pentatonic scale patterns and melodies;
3) melodies written within a narrow range which circle around
a central note; and 4) repeated fragments of tunes on different
Also,

beats of the measure, originate from folksong influence.

some predominant intervals used in Hungarian folksong, 2nds,
4th, and 7ths, find favor in Bartok's musical language.

His

frequent use of pedal points (as a type of drone bass 1t1hich
emphasizes the tonal character) stems from his passion for music
of the peasantry - music from the core of the land.
features characteristic of his music are:

Other

l) the use of dual

modality - the simultaneous use of major and minor of the same
chord; 2) polymodality - several modes juxtaposed or layered;
3) superimposing of independent streams of chords upon one
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another - bitonality or polytonality; 4) the use of chords built
in fourths - quartal harmony; 5) the use of cluster chords, i.e.
the alpha chord, to be discussed; 6) the use of parallelism
(parallel 2nds, minor 3rds, perfect 4ths, minor 6ths, 7ths and
9ths); 7) percussive dissonance; 8) dissonant counterpoint (a
dissonant fugal texture); 9) asymmetrical rhythms; and 10) continuous variation form.

" ... the pentatonic scales of the earliest

folk music, the modes of oriental and medieval art and folk music
and lastly, the major and minor scale idiom of European art music
of the 17th, 18th, and 19th centuries, are stages on the road
towards Bartok 1 s complete integration of the deepest fundamentals
of tonality with perfect formal proportion."

1

During the period

of disintegration of the major-minor scale at the beginning of this
century, Bartok theorized for himself principles of tonality which
preserved a sense of center and yet created a new harmonic and
melodic vocabulary.

It was surprising to this writer to discover

that Bartok had devised a theory of composition called the 'axis
system'.

This tonal and formal theory is very complex, especially

concerning form.

Mr. Erno Lendvai, in 1971, codified Bart6k 1 s

theory in the book, Bela Bartok.

Bartok 1 s theory is based on

the principles of tonality, acoustics and equidistance; his theory
of form is based on the geometrical principle of the Golden
1 Erno

Lendvai, Bela Bartok (London: Stanmore Press Ltd.
c. 1971), p viii Introduction by Alan Bush.
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Section and on the numerical series called the Fibonacci Series.

Bart6k's choice of intervals in constructing melodies and chords
stems from these last two principles. A shortened paraphrase

of Mr. Lendvai's exposition of Bartok's theory will follow.

The axis system, as related to classical tonal principles,

takes the circle of fifths and places three pairs of axes upon
it.

Each pair of axes divides the circle into quarters with the

four points serving as poles: Each of the three pairs of axes
forms a function - the function of tonic, dominant, and
C

subdominant.

A

C
D
i------+-----1

A

F
Tonic

Dominant

B

Subdominant
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All four pitches or keys of one function are related and interchangea b le . In Bartok's system the major and minor mode are
interchangeable, that is they can b e used alternately or simultaneously.

For this reason, C's relatives are A and Eb . Since

A's relative is b oth C and F# and Eb 's relative is b oth C and
b
#
G (F # ), there is an affinity b etween C and F# . The F forms
C major-minor
the counterpole relationship to C and
A minor
Lendvai says that "the pole-counterpole A majo
relationship is the most fundamental
structural principle in Bartok's music.

Ft minor

(G )

major

Eb major
Eb mi nor

A pole is always

interchangea b le with its counterpole without any change in its
function. 112 One of the unique features of Bartok's musical
language is his resolutions to counterpole harmonies.

Such

resolutions have b een given the term, 'Bartokean psuedo-cadences' .3
For example, in a C major tonality, instead of A G 7 chord cadencing to a C chord, it can easily slide into an F# chord.

An

inversion and an enharmonic spelling of a G7 harmony may b e needed
to supply smooth, logical voice leading to an F# chord:

D

1$ : : I:;:
f

Gr

2

loc . cit., p. 4.

3

loc. cit. , p. l2- l3.

C

l

G - F#
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The tritone relationship

b etween

the pole and its counterpole

finds logic in principles of equidistance - that is, the equal
division of the twelve semi-tones within the octave.

The equal

division of the twelve semi-tones into two parts results in the
tritone.

Whether the tritone is C u p to F# or inverted, F# up

to C, there are six semi-tones in each.

Equal division of the

twelve semi-tones produces what Lendvai terms

11neutral

section

points 114 , that is, intervals which serve as points of rest.

The

three functions, tonic, dominant, and su b dominant , also find
explanation in the equidistance principle.

The equal division of

the twelve chromatic tones into three parts results in an augmented
triad:

C-E-A

b

- each pitch representing a function:

TD

S

I-V-IV

C-E-A b

The division of the octave into four equal

b

parts creates a diminished triad, A-C-E b -G b (F# ), or E-G-B b -D ,
or B-D-F-A b , representing the four poles of each function.

11

S0 ,

the tonal system resulting from the division of the chromatic
scale into equal parts agrees completely with the axis system. 11S
Besides sharing a relationship with tonality and equidistance,
the axis system shares a relationship with acoustics.

Principles

of the overtone series further unify and tie together the four
poles and the three functions.

Lendvai states:

11The

theory of

the axis system is also su b stantiated b y the law of acoustics.
4 ib

id , p. 13.

sloe. cit., p. 15

Acoustically, arriving from the dominant to the tonic, is to
reach the root from an overtone - all cadential relations rest
on the principle of interconnection b etween roots and their
overtones. Thus, the dominant of C is not only G, b ut also the

next overtones E and B b . Therefore the circle of tonic-dominant
(and tonic-su b dominant) relationships is expanded to include E-C

and B b -c

=

V-I, and F-C, A b -c, and D-C
Tonic - C

=

IV-I. 116

E
[3b

Because Bartok 1s system allows four tones each to function as
tonic, dominant, and su b dominant, the harmonic voca b ulary is
greatly expanded and can b e highly coloristic.

For example, in a

b
C major chord the G can b e replaced b y E, B , or c# (Db ) without

changing the tonal character of C. The four pitches of the same

axis are interchangea b le.

6 loc.

cit, p. 10.
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Bartok 1s theory of tonal relationships involving possible substitutions and the interchangeability of pitches within the

three functional domains (tonic, dominant, and subdominant) is
easily comprehended. A more complex part of his theory, which
helps determine the choice of intervals, chord structures, scales,
and formal organization, involves the geometri"cal principle ca 11 ed
the Golden Section, and the numerical series - the Fibonacci
Series. These closely allied principles will be abbreviated GS

and FS respectively.

In this numerical series, FS, each number

is the result of adding the two previous numbers: 2-3-5-8-13, etc.

To the first five numbers, Bartok assigns an interval:
2
3
5
8
13

=
=
=
=
=

Major 2nd
minor 3rd
perfect 4th
minor 6th
augmented 8th

F

•b;

\s§\

lr

These basically dominate Bart6k 1s harmonic and melodic language.

A favorite Bart6k chord is the major-minor chord consisting of:
minor 3rd- perfect 4th- minor 3rd, which constitutes a first

inversion major chord with a minor third on top. The minor 7th
can also be present. The position of this structure uses only
FS numbers and does not contain characteristic intervals of the

overtone system: Major 3rd, perfect fifth, and minor 7th. To

explain the GS principle is difficult for an unmathematical mind,
but it does merit significant attention.
11

Lendvai states that this

formal element is at least as significant in Bartok 1 s music as
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the 2+2, 4+4, 8+8 bar periods or the overtone harmonizations
were in the Viennese classical style 11• 7

11

Golden Section means

the division of a distance in such a way that the proportion of

the whole length to the larger part corresponds geometrically
to the proportion of the larger to the smaller part. 118
words,

11

•••

In other

the value of the larger section is 0.618, hence the

smaller part is 0.382.

Thus, the larger part of any length

divided into GS is equal to the whole length multiplied by
0.618 ... 119 One might think that such a complex mathematical
imposition upon form and interval lie relationships is unnatural,
contrived, or mechanical.

The GS of a circle of 360 ° , realizes

an angle of 222.5 ° and one of 137.5 ° ; this angle of 137.5 ° can
be observed between branches and between leaves on the branches,
besides finding this ratio in the structure of fir cones, the
nautilus seashell, and many other organic objects of nature. 10
l e follow nature in composition, wrote Bartok,

11 1

1

and he was

indeed directed by natural phenomena to his discovery of these
regularities.
7 loc .

111 1

Lendvai, in discussing the GS says,

Cit., p. 18.

8

loc . cit., p. 11.

9

loc . cit. , p. 17.

10 10c .
11 ibid,

Cit. , p. 30.
p. 30.

11

it is
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interesting to note th a t the G S is

al

w a y s a ssocia ted on l y with

org a nic m a tter a nd is quite foreign to the inorg a nic wor l d ."12
Folk music to Ba rtok w a s
developed

a

a

s spont a neousl y

phenomen a of na ture . Its form a tions
a

s other na tura l org a nisms . Fo l k

music, especi a lly Hung a rian fo l ksong , frequently used pentatonic
sc a l es a nd pa tterns , a nd penta tony is

a

11

GS tone sequence", 13

sa y s Lendv a i : C - D - F - G - A - C . Ba rtok formed sc a l es
M2 m3 M2 M2 m3
a ccording

to GS ra tios :

l

:2,

l

:3,

a

nd

l

:5.

The division of

the circ l e of fifths into these ra tios creates sc a l e pa tterns :
l :2

l :3

C

C

C

E

D

F

05

B

F

o5:

B

------

---F
S cal
Sc a l(t -c # -Eb -E-F#-G -A -B b -c )S c a l (t -Eb -E-G-A b -B-C )
lC-C # - F# -G-C )
a l ternating m2 & M2
a l terna ting m2 & P4
a ltern a ting m # & m2
The GS a nd FS principles a re l ) a symmetrica l in na ture ; a nd 2)
they constitute the m a teria l for Ba rtok 1 s chrom a tic idiom.
GS is re a lized in
chord.

The

poles.

It is
1

al

l 2 QC • C i

13 lQC.

a

ch a ra cteristic Ba rtok chord known

pha chord is m a de up of
a

l a yering

t. , p. 34.

cit. , p. 57.

of tonic

a nd

a

ll the toni c

a

a nd

s the

The
1

a l pha 1

domin a nt

dominant pitches and

therefore is the merging of two diminished seventh chords, C# 07

and F#

0

7•
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GS chord construction

construction avoids
acoustic intervals
Bartok's chromatic system uses the intervals of the GS (2nd, 3rd,
5th, and octaves), the alpha chord, pentatony, and scale models
of ratios 1:2, 1:3, and 1:5. A diatonic system also forms
another harmonic and melodic language for Bartok.

The use of an

acoustic scale and chord is prevalent in Bartok's diatonic system
which uses overtone intervals; 5ths, major 3rds, and minor 7ths.
The acoustic or overtone scale:

uses the raised fourth and

lowered seventh degree, (the 6th and 10th overtone).

When Bartok

uses the chromatic system, chords are spaced and positioned to
avoid acoustic intervals.

Lendvai adds that "Bartok's diatonic

music is inspired by an optimism and serenity; his chromatic
music by a dark, irrational and demonic passion." 14
14 loc .

cit., p. 82.
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This shortened explanation of Bartok's tonal theory should
be helpful in harmonic analysis of his works and will surely be

of importance in studying cadential points. To determine whether
Bart6k is using his diatonic or chromatic system, one must look
to the intervals and decide whether they follow the principles
of acoustics or whether they are predominantly the intervals of

the Golden Section. Bart6k 1s tonal structures definitely affect

and influence his cadential endings.
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Allegro barbaro
( 1911 )

This early piano work by Bart6k is one of the first pieces
to use percussive dissonance.
it is very tonal.

Dissonant though the work is,

There is no question that f# minor is the

tonal center, or tonic.

Two of Bart6k 1 s favorite devices,

ostinati and pedal point, are here combined toform the bass.

This

percussive, ostinato bass helps set the energetic, rhythmic
character of the work and also strengthens the tonality.

One of

the main features which creates dissonance within the basically
triadic vocabulary is a type of cross-relation, or better, a
chromatic sounding of a tone, such as in M.ll, beat l, the B# s
1

(C) against the bass c #, M.35, the E#•s against F# in the bass,
and M.36, Fx (double sharp) against G#. The enharmonic spelling,
using B# instead of C and E# instead of F , visually evades
the chromaticism, yet it is audibly apparent.

The vertical

harmony at M.ll, beat l, is a C major triad above the dominant,
c# octaves.

The beginning tonic, f# pedal and harmony is inter-

rupted at M.7 with the dominant c# octaves in the bass, as it
is at M.ll and 14, but the resulting diminished dominant, c #0 (V 0)
passes so quickly that it is hardly noticed; the tonic harmony
still dominates.

The V 0 adds a coloristic effect rather than

producing a harmonic shift or progression.

In Bartok 1s theory of
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tonality, the B# (C-?) is tonally logical because it is the
counterpole of the tonic, f# . Counterpoles are interchangeable
without destroying the basic harmony in Bartok's theory.

The

tritone relationship between c# and G, Mm.7, 11, and 14, or the
F# and C in Mm.14-15, creates dissonance and a special color
effect, but it does not sabotage the tonality.· This principle
of the counterpole relationship is a fundamental concept in
Bartok's axis theory.

The harmonic progressions seem governed by

the repetitive bass patterns.

The right hand, stepwise melody,

is quite independent of the bass, in that it uses its own various
modally-influenced patterns.

The entire melody, the upstem notes,

from M.5 to the first full cadence at M.49 utilizes the aeolian
mode.

There is a difference of three sharps between the melodic

pattern and the f# minor bass accompaniment.

Bartok exploits

white against black keys in this section and thus expands the
harmonic spectrum.

It is interesting that one perceives the melody

and accompaniment as vertical structures - that is, the melody
works with the ostinato bass; it is not heard as an independent
horizontal stream above the bass even though it follows its own
mode (aeolian).

The bass strictly adheres to the phrygian mode

from Mm.1-29 (F # -G-A-B-C # -D-E-F # ), transposed in M.17 (C # -D-E-

F# -G # -A-B-C # ). It is apparent that bimodality exists in this work.
Fascinating as the harmonic and modal analysis is, it is pertinent
to scrutinize the cadences and describe the procedures used.
A small 's' after the cadence number will designate a semi-cadence-
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one which does not have as much finality as the full cadences.
ends on treble E, the dominant of the aeolian

Cadence

melody, and on bass c#, the dominant of the f # tonic.

The

is felt because of 1) the melodic, stepwise

cadence at

motion descending to the E natural (the E# acts as a leading
tone from above, which gravitates toward its goal, E): 2) the
augmentation of melodic rhythm, that is, the progressively longer
note values approaching the cadence; 3) the agogic, metric (on
the strong downbeat) and dynamic accent of the E octaves; and
4) the harmonic progression effected by the bass line from f #
minor modulating to the dominant, C# minor,
After jlAs[ the same melodic motive as in

Mm.5-17 is now repeated with c# minor serving as a temporary tonal
center in Mm.19-34; the aeolian mode on
the melody.

Following

[3}

1

a 1 is still present in

the bass introduces the diminished

dominant of G# (0 #0) , or- the v 0/v (M.30), and progresses to a
G# chord in M.34.

A modulation is not felt probably because the

G# harmony is disrupted by the melodic F double sharps (G) and
by the alternate sounding of the G# chord and F# chord, Mm.34-49.
The basic tonal progression in Mm.l-49 is:
The

[I[J

i-v-i or f#-c #-f#.

cadence is preceded by a section of relatively greater

dissonance and tension, Mm.34-48.

The cross-relation of F double

sharp and G#, M.34, and E# against F#, M.35, adds dissonance to
the already dissonant white-black key relationship between the
hands.

The repeated right hand motive of up a major 2nd, down
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a major 2nd (i.e. Mm.35-36, in brackets), played in ascending
octaves and with increasing dynamics creates tension and expectation of release of that tension.

[J]J is the point of repose

following the build-up of activity.

The melodic, stepwise descent

to the 1a 1 octaves accompanied by the f# minor chord sounds like
a full cadence on i. The ending on the weak beat of the measure,
M.49, beat 2), does not diminish the strong feeling of finality.
The cadence is extended by an oscillating f# minor chordal
ostinato which strengthens the tonal center. The cadence at
[I[]_ is affected by l) the repetition of the short melodic
motive and alternation of the G# and F# bass sonorities; 2) the
tension created by the cross-relationships (E # -F and Fx-G#); and
3) the melodic motion in M.49 descending conjunctly to the first
degree, tonic, of the aeolian mode in the melody, which is the
third of the tonic, f# , minor cadence chord. This section,
from Mm.34-49, well exemplifies the technique of percussive
dissonance, although the entire piece is percussive and somewhat
dissonant.

The section preceding

[[[I

is not very melodic; it

uses melodic fragments or motives repetitiously in a percussive
and rhythmic manner.

The pounding, ostinato-like bass patterns

function percussively while supplying the harmonic foundation.
The [ill cadences and their respective phrases illustrate Bartok 1 s
predilection for repeating melodic fragments, often with some
variation on repetitions.

Within this section, Mm.58-87, dual
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modality is prevalent. At M.58, the B# s clash with the c# in the
bass augmented A chord. The chromatic melody (Mm.58-61), spans

the tritone, C down to F# . Here again, is the appearance of the
pole-counterpole relationship, C and F# . The vertical sonority
or harmony of Mm.58-60 is ambiguous. The augmented A chord
sounds like a coloristic dominant, with the A (enharmonic Gx),
acting as a raised fifth of a c# major chord, progressing to the

tonic, f# triad at [Kl.

Bart6k exploits the half-step or

chromatic relationship of chords. The treble B# , E#, B# (Mm.58-60),
sounds as if the B# octaves should resolve upward and the A in

the bass chord, downward, to form a root position dominant, but
they do not resolve. Bartek uses this chromatic rendering to

provide color, new harmonic effect, and a degree of ambiguity.
It is an adaptation of a V-1 cadence with the final sonority

getting emphasis on the second beat of M.61. This sounds like
a full or final cadence because the f# tonic chord is in root

position and the melody ends on the f#, and then the tonic harmony
is held for six measures, thus supplying agogic stress.

Bartek

could have proceeded to new ideas, but he chose to economize and
to use this harmonic-melodic motive again, with variation. The
same harmonic and melodic structures exist in Mm.67-70 with the

melody expanded to include the notes a major 3rd higher (E down
to F# rather than C down to F# ), spanning a minor 7th in a

descending seal e figure. The

o::r:J cadence is iden ti cal with [TI].
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Both fall on the second beat of the measure and are held for
eleven beats as the f # ostinato bass pattern continues, thus
allowing the musical texture to breathe and the harmonic movement
to relax.

The phrase at M.76 begins another 3rd higher, playing

a dorian pattern built on f# , with a C major triad below - again
sounds like a semi-cadence

the counterpo le harmony of f # .

largely because the melody line, the treble chord, ends on a
first inversion triad with the third of the chord on top rather
than the root.

The phrase before the

cadence uses the

dorian scale on f# in the melody accompanied by an enharmonic
spelling of an F major chord.

The s # and E# in the bass chord,

M.84, provide for logical and traditional voice leading, that is,
each sharp should resolve upward to the f# cadence chord, but
voice leading is not traditional.
a root position tonic.

The B# and E# skip downward to

The cadence sonority is emphasized on

the downbeat of M.88 as the bass jumps down to an f# minor chord
and so expands the register and heightens the percussive quality.
the

cadence has the feeling of finality for a full cadence

designation.

The extension following, Mm.89-101, also incorporates

a full cadence effected by, l) reduction in dynamics; 2) ritardando,
and 3) pause following the ultimate chord.

ends on a very

short note value, (J'), and on a very soft dynamic level, unlike
the previous cadences discussed.
common features:

Cadences jlC-lC 3 1 all share

l) agogic, dynamic, and textural accent; 2) the
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ultimate chord on f # minor; and 3) all of their phrases use a
juxtaposition of chromatic pitches (C # against s # (C).

The

ultimate chords of JlC-lC 2 J are felt on the second beat of the
measure, whereas ill:] and

ITI:J

are felt on the downbeat.

ill:]

is notated like JlC-lC 2 J with the tonic resolution falling on
beat 2, but aurally, the next downbeat is perceived as the
ultimate cadence chord.

The increased weight of added chord

tones and the enlarged range aid the perception of this point,
M.88, beat l, as the ultimate sonority.

The next section

(Mm.101-150) is especially ambivalent tonally because of the
chromaticism and fleeting tonalities.

This secion is reminiscent

of Debussy's style with the sliding into and out of distant
harmonies.

The cadences at

one of weak weight.

At

is definitely a semi-cadence an arrival or resolution is felt.

Here, there is an harmonic resolution or landing on what now seems
to be the momentary tonic.

The contrapuntal approach (M.112) to

finds its logical goal on the pitch, D.
short as it is, helps to define a cadence.

At M.112, the line,

In Mm.114-120, the

repetition up a 4th of the melodic and rhythmic material from
Mm.101-107 signals a new phrase.

The agogic weight on the melodic

D provides momentary rhythmic release.

It should be mentioned

here also that not all cadences need to provide a break or pause
in the rhythmic flow.
is very important.

The perception of 'arrival' of an ides

A linear structure, as in M.112, will set up
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an expectation of 'arriving' as well as a harmonic progression.
At

a linear and harmonic expectation is satisfied.

The

ultimate sonority, a 8 minor sixth chord with tied D above, is
given a longer durational value before proceeding with the
repeated material from Mm.101-107.

The

ITI]

cadence could suffice

as the ending of this section once the 89 chord is sounded on
beat 1 of M.144, but as usual, an extended cadence is provided,
having its own cadence at

ill].

It is questionable whether to

call beat 2 of M.143 the ultimate cadence sonority or beat 1 of
M.144.

The open c# octave in M.143 is ambiguous as to tonality

until the chord is sounded on the next beat.

The 89 sonority

is approached by its dominant harmony, F# , thus creating another
modified authentic cadence, V-I9.

The fact that the 89 is the

superimposing of a 8 major and F# major chord makes this cadence
resolution bitonal.

The merging of the tonic and dominant does

not sound like a bitonal layer, but like a mildly dissonant
vertical sonority.

It is harmonically less stable than the

cadences, but the rhythm and stepwise approach to
a relatively final inflection.
dissonant 8 sonority.

ITI]

DIJ

give it

The extension ends on a more

The 89 (with major 7th and 9th) is changed

to a diminished quality with minor 9th in M.149, descending to
the minor 7th in M.150.

The 1) augmented, homogenous rhythm;

2) diminuendo; 3) slowing tempo; and 4) rest following
the cadential effect.

DII

serve

The 8 diminished harmony is not quite

as stable as the other cadence sonorities, but the rhythm is a
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strong enough influence to give

[I[] full cadential status.
1

I

Page six of the score is provided so that the music is complete
and so that one can observe the on-goingness of the music. There
is not enough harmonic or rhythmic weight or a definite feeling
of 1 arrival I within this section to indicate a cadence. The two
final cadences definitely have a sound of finality which
categorizes them as full cadences. The unrelenting rhythms from

Mm.151-198 become even more tense at M.199 with a motoristic

quasi-trill figure in octaves sounding for eight measures. The
following lydian scale, M.207-210, ascends rapidly and with a

crescendo and ends with a previous motive (that found at

a descending minor 3rd from B# (C) down to A). The

[I[I,

D]J cadence

is affected by all of the various accents: l) agogic; 2) dynamic;

3) texture; 4) pitch; and 5) range. Again it is difficult to

say whether the ultimate sonority is on the second beat of M.211
or the first beat of M.212 as the eight-voiced f# chord thunders
in.

It is a thrilling effect to end on open A octaves, M.211,

and immediately give the cadence harmonic meaning by hammering
out the f# triad on the following beat while encompassing a
five-octave range which seems to indicate M.212, beat l, as the

ultimate chord. This is the most climactic cadence because it

l) is approached by a rapid scale in open octaves; 2) sounds the
highest pitches in the work; 3) uses the densest texture of

the entire work, 12-voiced; and 4) spans the largest range, 5

octaves+ a minor 3rd. An extension of the tonic ostinato
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continues for eight measures, reducing dynamic level, texture
and range. An f# chord percussively ends the work abruptly on

eighth notes. The highest A octaves drop out at M.220 and the
final cadence sonority ends in the low bass register, preceded
and followed by rests. The only cadence at all similar in
technique is

which also ends an extension. The rests,

thinned texture, and percussive, short rhythms are the elements
which produce the cadential effect at

ITBJ.
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Chart of Main Cadential Factors in Allegro barbaro
The cadences in Allegro barbaro are basically brought about
by three main elements:
motion.

harmony, rhythm, and melody or linear

Other factors do contribute to the cadential effect,

but these three categoriesaremost influential.

If the element

plays an important part in determining a point as an ultimate
cadence sonority, that cadence is listed beneath that category.
HARMONY

RHYTHM

MELODY - LINEAR MOTION

lC

lC

1c 1

1c 1

1c 1

1c 2

1c 2

1c 2

1C 3

1C 3

1C 3

,OS

lE

1C 4
(bass implies
harmony)
lE
lF
lG
1H
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Concerto For Orchestra
(1944)
The Concerto For Orchestra, written and first performed in
1944, was Bartok's final contribution to the repertoire of great
modern masterpieces.

He titled the orchestral work a 'concerto'

because of the soloistic or concertante manner in which he
treated single instruments or instrument groups.

This large

work is heterogeneous in nature - that is, it incorporates many
diverse elements such as l) tonal percussion (a treatment of nonpercussive instruments in a percussive way); 2) beautiful lyric
melodies; 3) fugal treatment of melodies including the use of
canon; 4) a section in chorale style; 5) melodic and harmonic
parallelism; and 6) passages of frenzied activity sounding
uncontrollably energetic and requiring truly virtuosic playing.
It should be pointed out at the onset of this analysis that this
writer considers the terms 'cadence' and 'caesura' to have differing
connotations.

As with the Hindemith analysis, the analysis of

Concerto For Orchestra will interpret some phrase endings as
pure caesuras, that is, as a definite break in or cessations of
the rhythmic flow; and some endings as cadences, having some
harmonic or melodic influence, with or without a rhythmic pause.
In the Concerto For Orchestra, the technique of 'cutting' (as
seen in Ives), will be discussed.

This procedure plays a dominant

role in delineating sections in this Bartok work.
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The

phrase ending is termed a caesura because Bartok

here supplies a pause in the rhythmic flow.

The solo line in

the flute ends on what appears to be a descending G 1 1 arpeggio.
The favored tritone relationship is employed as the flute descends
from c # down to G.

The c # , according to Bartok's axis theory,

belongs to the G major triad and does not destroy the tonality
of G.

c # is the counterpole of G and can be the substitute for

G, thus adding harmonic variety.
•

Besides the rests following

contributing factors to this caesura are: l) the descending

motion of the flute; and 2) the diminuendo in the flute line.
The E pedal point, beginning again at 35 in the strings, reiterates
the tonal center and imitates the intervallic structure of the
opening motive built of perfect fourths and seconds.

Bartok

uses this type of arpeggiated ostinato pattern in the bass for
many sections of the work.

There is intervallic variation in

the broken chord figure, but the downbeat sounding of the tonic,
E, perva i ls in this sec ti on.

The

[I[]

cadence has a more final

cadential effect due chiefly to the harmonic and melodic writing.
The brass trio sounds the cadence at []]] on the progression,
i-VII-i.

This cadence incorporates a modal quality because of

the lowered major VII chord positioned as the penultimate chord.
The major VII triad,

Dt,

belongs to the minor mode on E, and it

does provide a smooth progression to the tonic.
progression in the brass section is:

iv-i-VII-i.

The basic harmonic
Bartok's
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theory would call this cadence a V-1, authentic cadence,

b ecause

the 5th and 7th partial of a tone (for E that would b e G# and D),
can serve as the dominant (see Introduction, p. 2 03). Not only
B-E,

b

ut G# -E and D-E constitute a V-1 cadence. Aurally it has

the effect of an authentic cadence.

The augmented rhythm (from

sixteenth notes to eighth and half notes), the prolongation of
the tonic harmony after []]] plus, the rests in the brass parts
strengthen this altered authentic cadence. A frequently used
cadential procedure found in Ives' scores is also found in the
Concerto For Orchestra, and that is the technique termed 'cutting'.

Mr. Samson, in his dissertation, Music.!!!_ Transition, states

that the cutting technique is "analogous to cinematic intercutting" which is the "juxtaposition and superposition of sharply
differentiated and strongly characterized material. 1115 The
caesura uses this technique.

The eighth rests and b reath sign

(') produce so slight a b reak that a rhythmic pause is not felt.
One does hear the measure at

as the end of the previous

idea as a result of the following factors:

1) the repetition

of the five-note scale of a tritone (E b up to A)
measures

b efore

b egun

thirteen

(the Eb up to A sounds the counterpole

relationship favored b y Bartek); 2) the successive entrance of
higher-ranged instruments on this tritone scale which results in
an expanding texture; 3) the expanding range; 4) the ascending
direction of the line coupled with the crescendo and accelerando;
and 5) the "nervous" b ass ostinato which generates added tension
15 Jim

Samson, Music in Transition 'A study of tonal expansion
and atonality, 1900-1920 TNew York: W.W. Norton & Company, Inc.,
1977), p. 46.
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and thus, an expectation of termination of this tension. Termination of tension is so abrupt that a true rhythmic break is not
felt.

The scale outling a tritone ends and a new passage begins

m

with greatly reduced texture, on a tritone scale, followed by
a dotted motive:

,I

The terms cadence and caesura

do not seem appropriate for this

[5]

example.

Maybe the term

'termination' would better describe the ending of this section
or phrase.

Terminating an idea by the 'cutting technique' does

not supply a definite feeling of finality.

The phrase ends of

this procedure have more of a semi-cadence quality to them.
the cutting procedure comes the element of surprise.
may be generated, as it is in the material preceding

With

Anticipation

tS:}, but

the ending of a section is a surprise because of the sudden shift
of material involved in the procedure.
to

Example

[I[]

is similar

c:sJwith the rising scale outlining a tritone expanding the

range and ending abruptly.

This is not only a termination of

the phrase, but also a definite rhythmic break for all instruments.
The measure of rest following [IQ] is the most important factor
in determining a caesura and a feeling of finality, and so
is considered a full cadence.

Example

[II]

[I[]

illustrates the

vertical juxtaposition of the end of one phrase and the beginning
of another.

The string section sounds a G7 chord, resolving the

7th, F, just after the first trombone begins a new phrase.

There

is no rhythmic break and a melodic or harmonic resolution in the
strings is not noticed because of the simultaneous sounding of

the trombone's solo line. This, unlike

DJ,
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is not a back-to-

back placement of different material, but an overlapping of two
ideas - one idea which is ending in the strings and another idea

which is beginning in the trombone. Both
applications of the cutting technique.

are

and

!JI] also employs the

juxtaposition of a phrase end and a phrase beg·inning.

[IT] is

perceived as an elision. The distinction between two types of

cutting procedures may be suggested here. One type might be
referred to as a vertical cutting, as in examples

and

[!!]

where two ideas are happening simultaneously or vertically (one
idea ends, the other begins). The other type might be called

horizontal cutting, similar to

where two differing ideas
•
are placed back-to-back or side-by-side with no rhythmic break
between. The vertical cutting procedure may also be called an
elision (this was a chief cadential feature in Debussy's works).

01Jcarries more of a fi na 7 fee 7ing

than does

[!9

because of

the descending, slowing and softening line in the flute, followed

by the sustained open 5ths in the strings and horns. The next

section has no definite cadences, caesuras or 'cut' phrases, but
this section illustrates harmonic suspension and repose while

the successive sounding of the melodic motive begins in elision

in various orchestral sections. This section ends at [[1. The
slowing tempo from 224 (page 11) through 230 produces the

terminating point on the last eighth note of 230 rather than on
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the first beat of 231, as it would appear.

The interpretation

of this by the conductor E. Leinsdorf creates a very slight pause
before the new tempo indication at 231.

Example [}]] still creates

the effect of horizontal cutting even though there is a slight
rhythmic pause.

Although there is a break mark (') at [IE], the

break is very short and there is not much of a pause in the
rhythmic flow.

The abrupt ending of this flurry of contrapuntal

lines (which combine to form a section of dissonant counterpoint),
is placed immediately beside the new section at 272, marked
Tranquillo.

The ending at

[8]

is not aurally realized until

the new section begins, therefore the cutting technique is evident
at this juncture also.

[I[]

combines all three cadential criteria,

creating an interesting cadence.

A very rhythmic and harmonically

active approach to the G # octaves helps create a dramatic effect
as the open G # octaves are sounded and sustained spanning a
5-octave range.

1) The fff dynamic level; 2) the extremely high

range; 3) the prolongation of the G # 's ; and 4) the progression
of G# to A (plus E) resolving on the downbeat in eighth notes, all
contribute to the dramatic, climactic effect of this cadence.
It is an abrupt ending which combines all three cadential
procedures:

1) rhythmic pause; 2) harmonic resolution (here also

melodic); and 3) cutting.

There is a definite rhythmic break of

two eighth notes in the brass and woodwind section and a very
slight breath for the strings, although the string section proceeds

immediately into the contrasting section and displays the technique
of cutting.

The melodic progression of a tone resolving up a

half step (leading tone to tonic), has the harmonic significance
of V-I.

All three cadence-producing factors, all equally important,

give this point

DI]

the status of a cadence.

The rhythmic

prolongation of G # octaves sets up an expectation; the eighth
note A octaves plus 5th, resolve it.

The harmonic/melodic

resolution of G # -A completes a harmonic expectation and the
inmediate sounding of the new material in the violins produces
the effect of cutting.

One needs to listed to this cadence

repeatedly to hear this com b ining of cadential techniques.

It is

fascinating that all three can work together effectively and
dramatically (especially since cutting and rhythmic pause seem
contradictory).
cadence at

The first movement ends on a modified v-i

DIJ. When

o b serving the score visually at 514, one

might think this to b e a semi-caesura.

The rests at 514, which

greatly reduce the texture, act as an articulation in the
section which

b egins

b

rass

a familiar melody (previously heard in

imitative style in a b rass ensem b le ), that closes the movement in
a march-like manner.

The strings and woodwinds enter for the last

two measures and play a descending 5-note scale from C to G b
(counterpole relationship), creating a G b major triad a b ove a
dominant, C, pedal, progressing to an F minor triad.

Bartok often

uses a major chord a half-step away from the tonic as the
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Explanation of the

penultimate chord.

penultimate chord will soon follow.

b

rr sonority as the

This predilection for 5-

note scale passages spanning a tritone (the pole-counterpole

relationship) is used here, descending from C to G b and then
to F o n the down b eat . The penultimate harmony of the dominant
b

pedal C under a G major triad is heard very b riefly and the
harmonic effect is that of V-i, (C-f).

The s b , A b , and G b of

the 5-note scale at 520, add color to the percussive and b asically
V-i cadence.

One can draw a correlation

b etween

this G b

penultimate triad over C and Bartok 1 s axis theory.

Considering

the G b ;c triad b y itself, one realizes that it is a frequently
used harmonic construction in Bartok 1 s music.

It com b ines tonic

and dominant poles.

The C and G b (F # ) are considered tonic axis

tones; the s b and ob

b elong

to the dominant axis.

Actually, this

two layer harmonic construction is logically explained in Bartok 1s
theory.

The counterpole of C, F# or G b , is interchangea b le with

C without destroying the C tonality, especially since C is
present as the lowest tone of the chord.

If E and G were used

with the C root, a pure 1 dominant harmony of F would result.
1

Bartok merely su b stitutes the counterpoles of E and G for these
two pitches, resulting in s b and o b . The harmonic function is
not changed at all.

What the counterpole tones do for the C

triad is to add variety through color.

By studying the tonic

and dominant axes, one can understand the logical construction
of this chord at

[IT].

b
b
C - E - G = C - B - D + Gb 234

Counterpoles are interchangea b le
C
Tonic
Axis

Dominant Axis

Lendvai draws a correlation

b etween

the layering of tonic and

dominant axes and the progression of chords in traditional
"The two layers (tonic and dominant)

harmonic cadences.

correspond to the root and overtone relation of classical
harmony ... The authentic (cadential) connected chords require
that the root of the first chord becomes an overtone of the
c hor d fol lowing.
.

(Cl ass1ca
. l h armony ca 11 s these coITTTion notes ....
)

One might disagree with this correlation, but it is an interesting
analogy.
the

[IT]

It is also not only interesting,

b

ut surprising, that

cadence does, in fact, produce a V-i cadential quality.

Bartok's theory proves true - the su b stituting of chord tones
with their counterpoles does not destroy the basic tonality.
Movement II, su b titled , "Game of Pairs", provides excellent
examples of parallelism employed

b etween

various pairs of

instruments playing at their designated interval.
b egins

with a drum

b

The movement

eating a characteristic rhythm of this section

and then the instrument-pairs enter successively sounding their
16 op .cit ,

p. 44

16

catchy melodies in parallel motion.

All of the cadences in this

movement are basically traditional with strong harmonic, melodic
and rhythmic movement.
parallel 6ths.

[!!:I

The bassoons play the first melody in

is a strong authentic cadence on the tonic,

0, ornamented by a turn on the penultimate sonority, with stepwise melodic motion to the ultimate 0 chord on the downbeat.
The harmonic movement is a minor vii to major I.
various shifts in tonal centers following

O!J.

There are
The oboes,

playing in 3rds, cadence (with the aid of their melodic stepwise
ascending line) on F# and o# which are sustained for four
measures, giving

[I0

quality exists at

-

rhythmic e111phasis. An

1

authentic 1 cadence

is tonally ambiguous because of

the chromaticism in the parallel 7ths between the clarinets.
The half-note, 0, at

,

with its high register, and because

of its repetition from 52-54, seems to function as the tonal
center.

Another quasi-authentic cadence is felt.

The muted

trumpets, playing parallel 2nds, cadence in drum-like fashion
reiterating the characteristic rhythms heard in the drum at the
beginning of the movement.

D!:J
#

appears to end on the tonic,

0, melodically aided by the F 1s and c # 1s in the trumpet line.
A type of V-I or vii-I cadence results with a unison 0 sounding
as the ultimate sonority.

The drum connects this part with the

chorale by brass ensemble at 123.

The 11L-1L3 1 cadences end on

the downbeat on a type of tonic chord.

[!I:]

employs a 4-3
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suspension which delays the resolution until the last quarterThe c# in the first trombone

note beat before the new phrase.

resolves to B o n the second beat of 134 and it is here that the
tension is resolved and the ultimate sonority is felt, but its
sounding is abrupt.

[D2J

and

IT[:]

anticipate the ultimate

sonority which provides the chorale with more ·cadential rhythmic
variety.

Modulation takes place within the chonale,

b ut

all the

end cadence sonorities employ a type of authentic cadence:

DI:]
DI:]

=

=

V7 -

ii

f# r C

# +5

bvII
E7

-

I

�

=

- B

I

=

V7 -

i

d# r

g#

bv11
Ab 4

- F

7

I
- Bb

The final cadence of movement II, at [Iffl, uses a different
technique - that of building the final chord by successively
adding chord tones in different instruments.

At

246 the strings

simultaneously play the acoustic scale (discussed in the Introduction),
beginning on different pitches, and thus setting up a dissonant
flourish, serving as a coloristic effect before sounding the
tonic D triad at 248.

The rhythmic interplay (248-252) between

the trumpets and strings adds vitality to the cadence progression:
I-V7+ D - I - bVII- VII + - V+ D -!7
D _ _ _ A_+_C_}_
C

A

+

F

+

D D

additive

effect
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As the tonic sounds, progressively higher pitches of the chord
are added.

The penultimate chord combines the tonic D plus F#

with the dominant A and E, but a dominant function and quality
are preserved.

The final sonority is a seventh chord - rather

unorthodox in traditional terms, although it provides a fresh
harmonic slant to the often used V-I cadences;

(The I7 was also

found as ultimate cadence chords in Poulenc's piano suite).

The

cadential extension repeats the D 7 chord in 'drum-like' fashion,

with the drums echoing the rhythms heard at the beginning of the
movement.

The beginning and ending of the "Game of Pairs", is

treated percussively.

This movement is very tonal and basically

diatonic with smooth harmonic progressions and melodic voiceleading.

The final chord is not as harmonically stable as the

f# minor triad of Movement I, but the 7th adds variety to the
tonic.

In this movement, it is the instrumental color and parallel

writing that are of paramount interest.
The "Elegia" presents an ethereal mood and the music seems
to float or to be in a state of suspension until the piccolo
sounds a rhythmic line at 29, and the dotted rhythm,
is echoed.

kl_(U

The texture is reduced and the piccolo concludes

this section sounding the characteristic interval of the 4th.
The phrase end at

[!]]

is solely a rhythmic break - a caesura;

there is no harmonic significance.
influenced.

Cadence [}]] is melodically

The sustained tonic (E) in the violins is approached

by step from above (previous page not shown) and held as the
woodwinds strengthen the E minor tonality with a descending E
natural minor scale.

A percussive landing on open E octaves

for the final sonority has

dramatic effect.

The caesura has

a linear influence and also a rhythmic one with the pause follow-

[IQ].
[IQ], and

;ng the staccato E eighth notes at

The ·techniques used

at the phrase endings at

[IB], are visually

apparent.

,

The chart following this analysis categorizes the

cadences according to the main techniques employed.
caesura is difficult to describe.

The

A harmonic progression in

2nds, of second inversion chords, at 120, approaches an A major
triad which is sustained.

Above this A5 tonality is sounded
4

intermittent B's by the piccolo which ends by trilling on B a n d
C with an A # turn before ending on the B.

The string section

drops out to leave the piccolo to finish the movement.
a dissonant cadence containing ambiguity.

It is

The melodic fragment

in the piccolo (echoing its first tones, M29) merely dies away.
The final cadence of the fourth movement sounds a version of the
main melodic motive (an inversion version), successively in the
oboe, bassoon, and piccolo.

This descending B major scale pattern

suggests a harmonic progression and also strengthens the tonic B.
The harmonic movement of this motive (143-5, 147-7, and 147-9)
is:

I-vi-V-IV-V-1.

As the piccolo finishes this motive, the

bass and cello enter on modal degrees:
A(VII or v) - B (I).

G(VI) - D(l11 or i5) -

The modal inflection suggested in the low
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strings is a favority technique of Bart6k, and it adds variety
and expands the harmonic voca b ulary .
with the B major triad percussivley,
woodwinds.

[DJ

[DJ

b ut

concludes ab ruptly

softly, repeated in the

is b asically a cadence of harmonic support

with the melodic line contri b uting its influence also.
The "Finale" displays the best examples of the cutting
technique.
present.

With this procedure, the element of elision is often

[!YI appears

to b e elided,

b ut

aurally it is not

elided b ecause the A b s in the violins are not heard when the
b assoon

melody b egins . Bartok treats this bassoon melody fugally

and uses the procedure of stretto (the entry of each succeeding
voice occurs after a shorter time intenal), to produce the effect
of accelera.ndo. The
cutting in this work.

o::EJexample

is the b est illustration of

There is such a sudden shift of tonality,

tempo, mood, and material that the measure at 161 sounds out of
place.

The factor of elision does exist, at least visually, as

the five woodwinds conclude their imitative interplay at 161,
b ut

the sharply contrasting material

b eginning

at 161 captures

all one's attention and ob scures the elided effect.
at

o::EJprovides

The point

as much surprise as, or more surprise than any

other point in the work.

The technique of cutting is an exciting

way to end one section and b egin another, mostly b ecause it does
add the element of surprise and it is cadentially economical.
At 173 there is an excellent example of parallelism in the strings.
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These twelve measures (175-186) employ a stream of major triads
in second inversion. Parallelism like this o b scures and even
annihilates tonality.
writing.) Example

(Debussy is a master of this type of

[!K1 uses elision to end the parallelism in

the strings as the woodwinds b egin a new figure. The cutting

procedure is not as drastic here as it was at

-ITH]b ecause the

strings' final ob triad at 188 b lends with the ob tonality ab ove.

[ill is visually clear - it employs a lengthy b reak in
the rhythmic flow. The approach to the [ill caesura is percussive
Example

and also dissonant. C and Eb major triads are com b ined . A
mixture of tonic and dominant axis tones results:

[ill is abrupt b ut it is

The ending at

anticipated b y the percussive b rass
chords. The

[IT! cadence uses 1) harmonic

C - E - G
G Bb
Eb
to i c DomJant
axis tones

elements, especially a. the broken chord patterns on v; in the
woodwinds and strings (609) and

b

. the half notes in the brass

section (616-624) sounding the V harmony and then progressing to

the tonic, F major, triad at 625; 2) melodic factors - the lydian
scale and the direction of the melodic line up to F; and 3) rhythmic
elements - the rapid scale flourish up to the fortissimo F major
chord. The 1) crescendo; 2) the heavy texture; 3) the fortissimo;
4) the extremely high pitch; and 5) the large range of five

octaves and a 5th, contri b ute to the climactic effect of this
final cadence.

